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Tuition increase discussed
by Becky Prieur

At this week's Board of
Directors meeting, many important issues were discussed, one of
which was the proposed tuition
increase.
Joe Blalock, board member and

Central's representative to the
Washington Association of University Students (WAUS) said
that'he, and other representatives
of WAUS, had been to the
legislative session to speak against the tuition hike. Blalock reported
that the legislators did not act on

the bill but might. come back to it
later 'in the session.
Eric Gleason, legislative liaison,
gave a short ·rundown on prospective bills that were being
d~scussed at the legislative session ·
that concerned students. One such
bill was· House Bill 194 dealing
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Nature'S awesome spectacle
moved across the Kittitas Valley, watched the sparrows outside his
many students were able to see office; they proceeded to tuck
some hydrogen prominence. This their heads {again) in their wfugs
"Quickest minute of.my life," "It prominence'is that gas that can·be and go to sleep. When it became
was great," ''Kind of boring," and seen around the perimeter of the light they were confused but after
awhile brought their heads out and
"Far out" were a few of the moon during the eclipse.
For those who knew what they went on ab~ut their day. The
·remarks that students and faculty
had in response to Monday's solar were looking for, Bailey Beads and cattle in the area were up
a few.sun spots were also present. bellowing for · their morning
eclipse.
Many students were out-and- .Bailey Beads, which is the sun feeding. 1Vhen the sun eclipsed,
a bout including students from coming through the mountains and . ·they quieted down and got ready
various high schools from around valleys of the moon, were visable to sack out on the hay.
All in all, most were a wed by the
Washington. Most were armed but they generally show up best in
with cameras, sun peepers, · tele- photographs. For those who had eclipse and said it was worth
scopes and peep boxes. But there peep boxes, there were noticeable getting up for. ,
was one person who did not use black specks in the image of .the
· any kind of eye protection and sun. These were the sun spots.
Mitchell said he is receiving
ended up in the Central Health ·
Center. A few eye drops on his teports from his students whom he
sore eyes and he was sent on his had placed around the area. The
way; it was not serious. No other group which was located at Lind
cases were reported at the Kittitas Hall observatory said they viewed
the shadow of the moon · moving
County Hospital.
Mr. Mitchell, of Central's phy- across the clouds as the eclipse
--sics department, was very enthu- came upon us. Other groups of
siastic about the solar eclipse. He students are reporting in the times
feels "We were lucky" to view the of tl}e eclipse. These reports will
eclipse since it was predicted that determine how close scientific
there was only a 20-percent chance calculations are.
Other individuals who spent
of viewing, due to clouds. "I really
deep down, didn't think we'd see their time watching animals
around the valley also had some
it," said Mitchell.
As the 75 mile-long shadow interesting stories. One person
by Riek Hert

the Board expenditure will total
with student and activiti~s fees.
Gleason also announced the . approximately $70.
The club is · charging $1 per
Washington Association for Students in Higher Education person and the first $70 made by
(WASHE) conference that will be the group will go to the ASC for
held May 12-18~ The exact location reimbursement. . The additional
of the conference had not yet been profits will then be split equally.
Michael Golden, board member,
decided upon.
In his director's report, John then brought up the-fact that if the
Drinkwater, · director of student group only made $100 on the film,
activities announced that the their profit would be $15. He then
budget report will be out by' the asked if the group could have all
next . meeting. brinkwater also profits over the Board's initial
gave a recap of some of the investment.
Drinkwater stated that it is
upcoming events on · campus
including the Papa John festival, required that anytime · the BO'n
and the Randy Hansen and Tandy co-sponsors an event, they must
take fifty percent of the profit.
Beal performances.
Drinkwater . also informed the Golden then asked if the proposal
Board that the Supertramp pro- could ask only for fifty percent of
motional concert had fallen the profit as long as they get their
initial investment returned. He
through.
The Festival of the Art is now said that they had given money to
being organized. The tentative Perserverance Unlimited and had
gotten little return.
date is set for April 19 to May 12.
The discussion was then termThe festival will include play
performances, performances by inated, however, as Taylor called .
Orchesis and a jazz festival. A for the vote, the proposal passed
tentative structure will be pre- as first stated. ,
Also discussed was a new hiring
sented at the next meeting.
Dave Thomason, paraprofes- policy and a request for Washingsional in charge of the program- ton Student Legislature funds,
ming agency has resigned his both of which were tabled until the
next meeting.
position according to Drinkwater.
The classic film series proposal
Thomason said that his major
emphasis next quarter will be on was also brought before the Board.
Four films have been scheduled
academics, and he doesn't have
time for the programming agency. for next quarter, and the money
Under old business, the film allotment for these films was
'
.
"Reefer Madness" was once again approved.
Mary Fridlund, board member,
brought before the Board. The
Health Club asked that the Board stated that Three Penny Players
ro-sponsor th~ showing of the filil} would be asking for their $25
so. that the club will not have to entitled for all clubs and that · the
have total financial responsibility. money would be going to help
This will include paying for the finance an upcoming banquet.
The · Board then went into
cost of the film, and paying for
both a projectionist and a cashier, executive session.

*Correction*
The CRIER wishes to clarify an
article that appeared on the front
page of last week's issue. The
article {entitled "BOD Member
Questions Validity of JCC") dealt
with a meeting of a group known
as the "Student Government
Evaulation Committee." The
impression was given by a staff
writer. that the "SGAC" was an
officially recognizea committee.
This, in fact, was not the case. The
participants in the meeting were
asked to attend by BOD memberelect Scott Mueggler.
The
meeting was assumed by the
majority of the participants to be
an information and discussion
session.
The majority of the

participants were also under the
assumption that their comments
were not a matter of public record.
The CRIER further wishes to
apologize for any violations of
trust or confidentiality of opinions
as expressed in the article's
quotations from participants in the
meeting. The CRIER acknowledges that portions of the story .
were less than accurate in terms of
their overall context. We do not
condone the misrepresentation of
facts or opinions and we pledge
ourselves to insure that this
problem does not occur in the.
future.
· Jody Daigneault
Editor, CAMPUS CRIER

MOMENTS AWAY -The clouded sky· over campus grew darker and darker as the tOtal eclipse made
its brief appearance Monday. The light fa<led away until total darkness engulled the campus.
(Photo by Mary Fridlund)
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Crimes

News Notes
International Club
chooses advisors
International Club has chosen more advisors to assist in its
activities. The eight ; sages are Dr. Paul Leroy (department of
historv). professor Makiko Doi (library serial section), Pastor
Stanley Ray (Chestnut Street Baptist Church), Mr. Corky Bridges
(admissions office), Ms. Sue Darst (e3.rly childhood education,
Hebeler School), Dr. Gerald Reed (Cooperative Education Office),
· Dr. H. Habib (chemistry department), and Ms. Cathryn Sands
(anthropology department). The club hereby expresses its
gratitude for being done the honor of acceptance of those offices.
Also, the club greatly thanks the university administration for
giving it room 407 at Barge Hall for its activities. We do hope the
administration will not relent in their efforts to do everything
possible to bring the club closer to the campus community and
outsiders.
Moreover, "The members' degree of attendance has been very
encouraging, and their active participation at all times rekindles
our hope of doing better than in the past years," said the president
of the club, Yekeen Jide Situ.
In our next meeting coming up on March 9 at 6:30 p.~ .• there is
going to be a slide presentatior:i on Nigeria. This is free of charge
/ at the SUB, room 204/205. All are welcome.

Music performances scheduled
If you have never had an opportunity to attend any of the fine
performances by the music department, you will get your chance
this quarter. At the present time, six distinct and enjoyable
evenings are scheduled.
March 2-CHOIR B.ENEFIT CONCERT, 8 p.m., Hertz Recital
Hall.
March 3-BAND CONCERT, directed by Steven Allen; 8 p.m.,
Hertz Recital Hall.
•
March 6-CHORALE CONCERT.
This is a designated
Scholarship Benefit Concert directed by Sidney Nesselroad; 8
p.m., Hertz Recital Hall.
March 7-0RCHESTRA CONCERT. This is a designated
Scholarship Benefit Concert directed by Clifford Cunha; 8 p.m.,
Hertz Recital Hall.
March 9:---JAZZ NITE, directed by John F. Moawad.
Admission: $2 general (no pre-sale, tickets available only at the
door); 8 p.m., McConnell Auditorium.
March 11-JUNIOR RECITAL, Teresa Browning, Mezzo
Soprano; 3 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall.
·
Now is your chance to catch some talented musical performers.
Both faculty and student talents are being offered, so make a note
to attend a :music department concert this quarter and see why
Central's is one of the best.

Student

Le,Pslat~re

again$t the persqn

Sergeant speaks on abuse
could also be charged with
disorderly conduct. A person who
When a police officer responds -h-as been assaulted can press
to a call, there is always some charges; In this case, the police
element of danger. The crime, officer does not have to be present
however, that nationally stands .. at the time of the assault. ..
"If a person wants to file a
first in officer injury is not robbery
or auto theft, but domestic complaint against another person
in the case of a domestic dispute,
disputes or civil complaints.
"It may be a simple argument we will take a statement right
between a brother and sister or it away and have the person sign it,"
"This is a
could be a man with a gun holding Chubb explained.
his wife and kids hostage," precautionary method not only for
commented Sergeant Rick Chubb the victim, but also for us."
According to Chubb, many
of the Ellensburg Police Force.
"You never know until you get people change their minds the
there," he added.
next day and back down on the
Sergeant Chubb takes a per·
charges. "Without the report, we
sonal interest in crimes against the could be charged with false
person. He has assisted in the arrest," Chubb said. "That's why
training sessions for both the we are very leery of arresting
"rape relier' and "family violence people in a domestic dispute
task force" in Ellensburg.
situation," he added.
During the training sessions,
Chubb went on to explain that in
Chubb talks to the volunteers on 85 to 95 percent of the cases, they
the law enforcement's position and try to negotiate the argument.
what they can and can't do as "We try and talk the man or the
officers. "Traditionally, we enwoman into spending the night
force the law and preserve the somewhere else so they can cool
peace. We are there to protect off," Chubb said.
both parties. In cases such as this,
When asked about restraining
we act as negotiators or medorders, 'Chubb commented that
iators," Chubb said, "Legally we only in the cases of a dissolution
cannot arrest -someone unless we could they enforce a restraining
witness the assault."
order, that in other cases they
The arrest would be filed as a could not order a party out of their
simple assault which is a misdeown home because according to
meanor in this state. If the assault the state community property
was a public assault, that person ' laws, the home' is equally .awned
by both parties.
"Most people are not receptive
to our intervention," Chubb said.
"We arc an authoritative figure
with a badge and gun." In 50
percent of the calls, another party
will call in about the noise or
disturbance; in · the other 50
.percent one of the parties will
make the call. "You either end up
by Mary Fridlund

TIRED OF SCRATCHED AND WORN ALBUMS?
Stereo craft has the ans we~: A Yam aha cassette deck!

fee reduced .

The Washington Student Legislature legislative session to be
held this spring break at Central has decided to suspend the
nominal $75 participant fee partially for Central students who will
not stay or eat with the conference delegates. Central students
need only pay a $20 registration 'fee which covers the cost of
supplies and brunch foods.
Students wishing to participate should contact the WSL at the
political science department at 963-2408.

Yearbooks being sold;,
photos taken
Beginning this year, there will be a senior yearbook. Four
photographs will be taken and each student will receive the proofs
and will be able to choose which photo will be used.
.
The only time the yearbook will be sold on campus is when the
students are having their pictures taken. The cost of the
yearbook is $6.95. The yearbook is a quality hardcover book about
the . stud~nts. It will contain the portraits and biographical
sketches of students.
·
Photos are being taken in the Swauk room on the first floor of
the SUB. The remaining hour~ to have photos taken are March l,
9 a.m.-1 p.m./4 p.m.-7 p.m. and March 2, 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m./2
p.m.-4p.m.

Summer 1979
lifeguard positions
Applications are now available for summer employment in
Washington State Parks.
Summer may seem a long way ~ff, but the $622-$731 per month
jobs require some skills which you should be working on now and
consider adding to your spring quarter course load.
All positions require a Standard First Aid certificate and a
current Water Safety Instructor's or a Senior/ Advanced
Lifesaving certificate. All are offered here at the universit.}v.
If you desire further information, you may contact the American .
Red Cross at 507 Nanum, 945-5866, between 9 a.m. and noon or the
office at Nicholson Pavilion.

goihg there and having one party
that wants to see you or neither
· one of them wanting you to be
- there," Chubb said.
"Its definitely a distasteful part
of our job," Chubb said. "We have
very few tools to work with and
people are usually not very happy
to see us," he added.
Ninety to ninety-five· percent of
the domestic dispute calls involves
alcohol, .which makes for a touchy
situation. "Generally there fa. a
verbal attack, but I have been hit a
time or two," Chubb said.
According to Chubb there is not
a set number of calls that are
handled. "We can go for weeks
without a call, and then you can
have three or four a night. We
spend a lot of time going back to
one residence again and again,"
Chubb said. All of this takes time
out of the officers' patrol and pulls
them off the street for an
indefinite amount of time. Most of
the time the officers will take no
action against either party. "We
can refer them to a family
counselor or to the violence task
· force, but most of the time we
leave it up to the people," Chubo
· d
"W e JUSt
·
exp l ~me,;
try to
negotiate.
According to Chubb, the county
law enforcement' agency can do
. nothing more than the city; the
law will not allow it. "In the state
laws there is nothing specific on
family violence," Chubb stated.
"Our hands are pretty tied," he
. added.
With . the state legislature's
session coming to a close and no
word on.. the outlook of the thret:
family violence bills still there, it
looks like law enforcement officers' hands will be tied for
sometime to come.
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$240
A no-frills deck with all the
essentials, the Yamaha TC-320
offers a level of 'performance that
would be difficult to match even at
a considerably higher price. It is a
fine recording deck that is easy
and fun to use.

$320
The Yamaha TC-520 offers most
people every,t hing,t.hey would ever
want in a deck. Incorporating the
same impressive heads and transport of the TC-320, the Yamaha
TC-520 provides additional
features: a fine adjustment for
bias, a tw_o-light LED display to
help set volume correctly, and a
record m~te switch.

Ll.MITED TIME OFFER: With any purchase
of $500 or more, your choice of 2 Audio Lab
or 2 Three Blind Mice specially recorded
albums. A $30 value. Good while s·upply lasts!

STORE HOURS:
10:30-5:30
(Closed Sunday)
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BOD unique student government.
by Becky Prieur
A' very unique form of student
government exists at Central: the
Board of Pirectors.
This form of government, which
replaced the more conventional
form (president, viee president,
etc.) in 1974, is similar to a city
council-city manager type of
government.
The BOD consists of five
members who are elected for
one-year terms. They are: M.R.
Gol4en, Mary Fridlund, J. Brian
Taylor, Joe Blalock and Celia
Lopez.
Acting as an advisor to the

Board is John Drinkwater,
director of student activities.
Drinkwater was hired into this
position four years ago.
One of the main funcitions of the
Board, according to Taylor, chairman, is the allocation of ASC
monies.
The Board is also,
however, involved in many other
activities.
One aspect o~ their involvement
is the recruitment and retention
committee. This committee, which
has a representative from the
Board, assists in recruitment days
and various other matters. It is
presently looking into the possibility of having a bus route from
Ellensburg to Yakima for those

students who · commute. But student body at Central.
according to Taylor, this commitAccording to Taylor, one of the
tee needs much more student main goals of the Board is to get
input.
rid of student apathy. "We need
Another aspect of the Board more student input," said Taylor.
involvement is the Washington Student turnouts in the previous
Association of University Stu- BOD elections have been poor and
dents (WAUS). ·This organization Taylor hopes that there will be
is composed of a representative more student input at the election
'f rom every state university, . to be held at spring quarter
Central's representative being Joe registration.
Blalock.
WAUS was established to assist
Commenting on some of the
the students in legislative matters, recent BOD issues, Taylor exone of which includes the recent plained that the Board has asked
proposed tuition increase. Blalock for Michael Golden's resignation,
has attended a legislative session and since Golden has chosen not to
recently to speak against the resign, the Board has elected to .
increase, representing the total regard him as an inactive member.
- Golden will, however, still be a"'
voting member of the Board.
"We're not dealing with him on a
The ASC Board of Directors
professional level.'' said Taylor.
Taylor also said that the :>ffice is located in the Samuelson
prophylactic (a contraceptive Union Building and the meetings
device) machines that were dis- are held bi-monthly. Interes ~.ed
cussed at the last Board meeting students are welcome and can
contact Board members for furwill not be installed in the SUB.
According to Taylor, they are now ther information in the ASC office
more persons having one or more looking into the possibility of at 963-1691. Office hours of the
members over 60 years of age.
installing the vending machines in Board members are posted outside
Resources include cash, checkiing the health center.
the information booth.
i accounts, sa \ring accounts~ vehicles, etc.
A toll-free hot· line has been
established for those persons with
.questions or. complaints.
The
number is: 1-800-562-6186.
Applications.for financial ·aid for :for submission ·is March 1. Late
In the certification of applicant
·households for the food stamp 1979-80 are available in the Office . .applications will be accepted, but
program and in the issuance of of Financi~l Counseling and . awards to late applicants will
food coupons to eligible house- Financial Aid, Barge Hall, room ·depend solely on availability of
holds, there will be no discrimina- 209. Students who are applying funds after awards ha.v e been
tion against any household be- for ffo.ancial aid at Central for made to "'on time" applicants.
cause of race, color, religious 1979-80 must complete the confi- Undergraduate students are, also,
creed, national origin, age, handi- dental statement and the Central required to apply for Basic
cap, sex, or political beliefs. application form. Deadline date Educational Opportunity Grants.

Food Stamp program
se.e.s several changes
Persons applying for food
stamps in March will find that the
application and eligibility process
has changed considerably. The
U.S. Department of Agriculture
has instituted several changes in
the program . which could affect
food stamp recipients in Kittitas
County. This article will review
some oi the proposed changes. If
you have further questions, you ·
should contact your local Department of Social &. Health Services
Office.
The first change the client will
notice is the application form. It
has been increased in length from·
two to five pages. Also, there·is a
new three-page change of
circumstances form to report
changes during a certification
period. . The length of time
required for an interview will
probably increase with the longer
application.
Facts stated on the application
must be verified with documenta.
tion. Verification will be mandatory for the following items:
1. Gross income
2. Alien status
3. Utility costs · (heat and/or
electricity)
4. Child care costs
5. Resources
And this list could be expanded
depending on the client's situation.
A couple of the changes will
specifically affect college students.
First, eligible · students without
dependents must register for work
or be working at least 20 hours per
week. Failure to meet student
work requirements will result in
disqualification of the student.
Second, a student who is or could
be claimed as a tax dependent by a
household which is itself ineligible,
cannot participate. This means if a

student is claimed by his or her
parents as a tax dependent, and
the parents are not eligible for
food stamps, then the student is
· not eligible either.
The method for computing food
stamp benefits will also be
changed substantially. There will
be no more itemized deductions for
medical costs, tuition, alimony,
etc. These will be replaced by a
combination of standard deductions. Using these deductions the
USDA estimates the maximum
gi:oss earned income for a working
family of four would be $858. At
that income level the family would
qualify for $29 worth of free food
stamps.

The method for appraising
resources and the resource maximum will also be modified. A.first
vehicle will no longer be exemp't in _
resource computation. Rather, if ·
the vehicle is valued in excess of
$4,500, any value over that is
applied toward the maximum
resource. standard of $1,750. The
resource limit is increased to
$3,000 for a household of two or

IOIPUIN

going places"

Educational Center
ca11 oa,. En111111• • Weelle11d1

University Village Bldg.
4900 25th Avenue N.E.
Seattle, Washington 98105

(208) 523-7817

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925-6961

Cheap
Detective

Don't Miss It
Tonight!

WE ARE NOW OPEN FROM
8:30A.M. UNTIL 5:30P.M. ALL
DURING THE WEEK (M-F) &
FROM 12 NOON UNTIL 5:00'
ON SATURDAYS... FOR YOU.!
~-H.

"Our business is

Aid application's· available

For Information About Other Centers
In Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FllH: I00·223·1112
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Co1ninentary and Opinion
Draft needed to raise
Ken
quality of ntilitary .by
Staley

'Careful Specter' replies
.hY.
Recently I wrote an article
responding to an anonymous letter
·w riter who complained about
sexist language in the CRIER.
Last week, the same :person wrote
again, replying to what. I wrote. I
felt it appropriate that the second
letter be published in the same
place as the first.
I enjoyed your article replying
to my anonymous correspondence
on "cultural stereotypes." It was
honest and straight, and I
appreciate that.
Point: I trust that by using the
words "libber," "her" and "dear"
you do not assume I am a woman?
P'oir.t: To function automatically as culturally co~ditioned, is
unacceptably hazardous.
I appl\eciate your expression of
awareness of human frailty and I
accept it through personal experience.
The automatic cultural
conditioning to refer to adult
females as less than adult is
forgiven-time and time again.
But, know that it is never
acceptable.
Point:
Your apology was
conditioned.
After
months
of investigation
and
worry,
a husband
learned that
his wife had been overspending
the family budget and had thrown
their financial resources into
jeopardy. He learned that instead
of spending $15 on an item, she
actually had spent $50; instead of
spending the afternoon on volunteer work, she had engaged in an
expensive activity.
Upon confronting her with the state of the
budget and expressing his hurt
concerning her attitude, he was
handed this reply: (quotes are
from your article) "Even the most
good-natured" wife· will "fail
occasionally, because cultural"

r...

!~

Any comments as to the
husband's "other major reaction?"
Some day you may straight out
apologize without condition and be
rewarded for the risk by having
the other person hand you your
condition willingly. You will have
the grace to allow the other person
the choice to forgive or not. If you
are forgiven, you will feel great
joy! If you are not, yoµ will realize
how deep that person was hurt.

....

beeome a
life-sav}ng
.
expert

by Scott Mueggler
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Point: Learning is an awkward
proposition.
Anomy makes you use "all sorts
of awkward phrases," such as,
"Phantom Libber," "her," "anonymous reader," "correspondent,"
and "dear reader." Harold, it is·
not until we become masters that
the awkwardness melts away.
Remember when you see a child
struggle to walk that it will be
months and months and months
before it is accomplished. It will
be years before the child will walk
with the grace of an adult. . .
I am proud of your awkward
attempt to correspond soul to soul.
I look forward to the time when
you become a graceful master of
consideration. For that reason, I
remain a careful specter.
P.S. An alternate reply from
the wife in the above illustration
could be: "I know I overspenq,
dear. And I know my ignoring to
check the budget is thoughtless.
But, I just can't resist a spree once
or twice a week. I guess what I'd
really like is some money and time
of my own to feel free with. Can
we sit down and talk about that?"
She can pour him some Martini
and Rossi on the· rocks and pray
his reply will be "Yes!"·

Ti.me· to' elect

Time once again has returned to
us the inevitable Board of
Director's elections. Students
within the organization again
clamor amongst themselves to
promote their chosen favorites for
election.
Groups not already
taking advantage of the spoils in
the BOD office will also rise to the
occasion.
What will this quarter bring? A
..............,............
. ...,,..Q:dl ......, ......... 1

f InjUst one .
~ d!fYyou can
~-

conditioning is "so strong." My
mother never conferred with my
father on spending. When she did,
he _only acted like a patriarch! "I
do my best, for example, to treat"
you "as an equal. I had no"
dishonest "intent; the error was
simply a" conditioning "my brain
provided automatically. So, ... when
you criticize ... remember that
most, if not all" my responses are
"composed in a fi:enzy. The very
words you are" hearing "are being
formed in an anxious vortex of'
dinner and scout-meeting "deadlines, an environment tailor-made
for ulcers. Mistakes will inevitably be made. Which is no excuse,
of course. But knowledge of the
error's circumstances might create
a bit more sympathy for those who
create the errors."

Harold Lane

real campaign from any candidate,
or an unquestionably honest and
non-affiliated (with the BOD)
election committee? How about a
qualified candidate, subjectively
speaking of course, say for
instance, one with prior legislative
and governmental experience.
The candidates could also come
from political scien~e or business
areas, and have government and
business scruples.
As for minority candidates, I
sincerely hope they are competent
and ready to work, and not just
out to spend their time on special
interest matters.
Legislative experience should
also be stressed in the candidates.
Without this sort of knowledge,
we are certain to find ourselves
high and dry during the session
interim. A campus politico or two
would also be a welcome sight.
Enough of this meandering.

-----------------------------------------~~
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The draftees were intelligent
enough to prepare themselves for
any necessity, including armed
combat.
The quality of the
enlisted ranks today is prepared
for little more than a night at the
NCO club and the monthly pay
check. The enlisted ranks o( today
have determined exactly how little
work is necessary to maintain
rank, and do just that work. It is
reflective that more and more
responsibility that had been left to
·the· enlisted troop, is now falling
directly on . the shoulders of the
officers.
The Pentagon and many political figures now see the draft as the
only possible way ·to "up-grade"
the quality of the services. With
the push of the ERA, it is quite
possible that everyone will now
have to contribute to that
up-graaing process. One . indication is that it is no _longer possible
for a pr~gnant female to be
discharged
simply on
those
grounds without approval of her
commander. It was, at one time, a
requirement.

Today, the Armed Forces are
recruiting many people who lack
The key term in every military
the ability or the desire to
circle is readiness. It is possible,
maintain jobs in the private
market. These people join the indeed the situation now exists, to
have an abundance of manpower
service expecting U nele Sam to
and not be ready for defense. The
give them a free ride.
Unfortunately, the government . military services are now equating
is prepared to do just that. To education to that readiness. More,
illustrate this point, the U.S. they are remembering the draftArmy must now spend millions of ees, and their overall quality, and
dollars to "write down" its have decided that no matter how
technical manuals from the 11th distasteful the draft may be to the
grade reading level to the 9th public, it is possibly the only way
grade level. This is not only a to maintain a quality force . .
It will be political suicide for the
comment on the enlisted mass in party in power who authorizes the
the Army, but indicates that the return of the draft. ~ For that
officers who must interpret those reason alone, I doubt we will see
manuals aren't as sharp as they its resumption be~ore the next
· once were.
general election. And ladies,
During the heyday of the draft,
the services collected a fair cross prepare yourself for the humiliasection of the male population of tion of the induction examination.
this country. For the most part, When the draft resumes, you
they were educated.
Not undoubtedly will receive this
. interested in serving necessarily, notice:
but intelligent enough to look at
"Your friends and neighbors of
the situation as a distasteful the local draft board have selected
necessity for two years. They you to serve in the Armed Forces
served their· time, were disthe United States."

Ads Staff:

Copy Editors:

Arts & Entertainment Editor:

.lohn,..on

To quote Mr. Northrop, "The
brass wants bodies, the brass gets
bodies." Quantity, for the most
part, is not the issue. Anyone
joining the Army who thinks of
himself in terms other than cannon
fodder is living in a dream world.
Usually, the ~est of the Armed
Forces are not really concerned
with the quantity of personnel, but
the quality.

charged and quietly 1 let .. the
military forget about them.
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Barry Northrop's letter on the
draft, published in the February 1
issue, proves that time does not
necessarily heal all wounds. This
is not. an editorial supporting the
draft. Nor will I involve myself
with a philosophical discussion of .
why a standing Army, or defense
system of some kind, is necessary.
I will attempt to show the other
side of the issue.
I served for five years, five
months with the Air Force. It was
no big deal to me, and it surely was
no .big deal to them. There are
many reasons why I left the
service, ·but perhaps the greatest
will also show that the military
does indeed have concerns.
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Letters to the Editor

Is starvation an answer ?
Dear Editor:
The biggest event in the history
of Central's environmental studies
program occurred recently;
Garrett Hardin, a veteran environmentalist at the University of
·washington
gave a
visiting
lecture in Ellensburg. Because of
my own exposure to environmental studies of late, I have
attempted to follow the doings of
our local . program.
Everyone
spoke well of Dr. Hardin.
According to some, he is the
source for much of American
environmentalist philosophy; all
modern environmental thought
emanates from him, I was told.
Unfortunately, I was unable to
attend, but I inquired with
interest from various people about
what Mr. Hardin had said, and I

'read the articles in the local
newspapers about the talk. From
what I can determine, the
esteemed professor said little
which was new, and nothing which
was revolutionary . . But, I was
reminded, he said everything
: which is ·now being said regarding
. the environment, first. Regardless, for those who have taken the
university sequence at Central, it
was a disappointing lecture. But,
besides that, the Hardin lecture
contained something more to think
about.
Is, indeed, the modern envii-onmentalist's long-term perception
of the world situation based at all
in reality?
According to the
accounts, Hardin took the position
that whenever we feed the starved
or assist agriculturally in the parts
of the world inhabited by the
hungry, we really only perpetuate

'

Unionc
· Dear Editor:
This letter is in ·response to the
full page union ad in the February
15 issue of your newspaper
regarding Coors beer. The ad was
entitled, "Do Not Buy Coors
Beer." I find it difficult to believe
that unions would spend up to $300
for a full-page ad to promote the
idea of not buying a product that
does have union contracts at this
time. That, in a true sense, is
spending union collected dollars to
take away union employment. At
the present time, the Adolph
Coors Company has working
contracts with three unions. The
unions contracted are (1)
Operating Engineers Local #9, (2)
Laborers Local #720 and (3) AFLCIO Construction and Transport
Drivers.
The brewery workers at the
brewery average $20,700 per year.
The brewery is regulated by the
National Labor Relations Board in
Washington, D.C.
This board
found Coors to be INNOCENT of
all the union-made charges in the
union-paid ad in the CAMPUS
CRIER. In fact, just the opposite

hunger and starvation by assisting
in the growth of population. · Since
these nations, third world nations,
know little about birth control or
don't support it, we cannot expect
them to - overcome the poverty
cycle. What we must learn to do,
Hardin said, is learn to say "no"
and encourage those nations to
develop policies which favor "selfreliance" (not to be· confused with
self-sufficiency). This is the basis
of his arguments.
The problem is, when the
starving and hungry want our help
they will not be asking, they will
be demanding; and since much of
the world's natural resources can
be found in these developing
nations, they have the international clout to support their
demands. We will not have the
choice to say no, even if we could
morally justify such an approach.

of the charges have been found to
be true. Coors is a leader in the
Rocky Mountain region as an equal
opportunity employer . with
thirteen percent (13%) of the.work
force being minorities and seventeen percent (17%) being women.
I challenge any union in this area
to match that record.
The quality of Coors beer and
the technological advances made
by the Adolph Coors Brewery are
the envy' of the brewing industry.
Coors was the leader in using the
aluminum can and the first to
develop the aluminum recycling
program. Presently Coors recycles
one-half of all aluminum cans
recycled in this country. Coors is
the first and only brewery in this
country to receive an environmental award for progress in
protecting ·our environment.
Perhaps the real issue here is
that the local breweries in this
area are afraid of a little good old
American competition.
Mud
slinging in any business is poor
ethics. Our country was founded
on free enterprise. The employees
at the brewery had problems with
one union representing them and

'
then voted over three to one to
dP.certify Local #366. This was a
vote of the workers themselves. It
seems then that ·all the union
boycott ads about Coors are really
because the unions had their pride
hurt in being voted out because
they -aid ·not represent the
workers' needs in the first place.
We welcome any inquiries about
Coors. Please feel free to write
the brewery in Golden, Colorado
or Farwest Coors in Moxee City,
Washington.
Steve Severn
President and General Manager
Farwest Coors, Inc.
EDITORIAL POLICY
Letters to the Editor must be
typewritten, signed {including
telephone number) and may not
exceed 20 column inches {approximately 2 typed pages with 60
character lines). Letters exceeding 20 column inches may be
edited because of space limitations. Otherwise, they will appear
verbatim (barring libel and ob~cenities).

But this begs the question. What
is the real basis in which to
measure the population problem
and its consequences?
I've
submitted to my friends, the
question is not population as many
scholars believe, particularly those
· from the U.S. and western world,
but rather, distribution of wealth
It is also a fact that the U.S. and
the western world have been
fortunate to control a disproportioned amou_~t of the material
wealth in the world through our
, systematic exploitation of the
third world.
Hardin points to the starving in
the third world who, only too
accurately, simply point their
finger right back at us. I suppose
we can grow alarmed by the
"population" bomb which is ticking
ever so quickly, but if we ignore
that, our lifestyle is more likely

than· not a major contributor to
how fast that ticking occurs, we
have certainly lost touch with
·
world realities.
Hardin's position, as astute and
original as it might be, is a western
viewpoint, with definite built-in
benefits for western man; indeed,
it is ethnocentric despite Hardin's
relevant observations, but in being
so, it distorts the general picture.
To consider the question of
overpopulation without giving
equal lip service to the unequal
distribution of wealth in the world,
is to only emphasize part of the
problem. We may be on the brink
of major environmental and
economic disaster, yet that is no
excuse to ignore those causes
which should be attributed to our
lifestyle and wealth.
Tom Lineham

Beards and Boards
Dear Editor:
I have two issues on which I'd
the beards
like to comment:
"situation" and the ·Board of
Directors, both recent subjects of
·~ontroversy.

First off, I still find it quite
interesting that the other regional
universities in this stat! have no
policies against hiring individuals
with beards; neither do they set
any type of "restrictive" rules
regarding those they hire who do
have beards. Does this mean that
Central, with its "new" beards
policy, is the only major educational institution in the state which
"maintains sanitary conditions"? I
hardly think so. So why then does
this institution still "discriminate"
against beards by "recently"
setting beard length standards
and "appropriateness" for when
one must wear a beardnet?
I find the Director of Auxiliary
Services' comment, in a recent
CRIER, that "appearance is
important to the image of the
dining halls. ... there are many
people from outside the college
~ommunity who eat at the dining

halls, and projecting a clean image
is important," indicative of an
unclear understanding of who the
dining halls are for-the STUDENTS; the dining halls are not
exclusively~ an extension of the
city's restaurants, existing to
cater to the city's residents.
What is a "clean image": short
hair, clean-shaven, and a howdydoody smile-like the '50s? I'd
thought we'd progressed out of
that restrictive and "unenlightened" era.
Are beards, then,
inherently not "clean"?
Does
wearing a bea'rd, especially a
longer-than-one-inch beard, arbitrarily indicate "uncleanliness"? I
hardly think so. Also, how can a
beardnet NOT be "overtly noticeIs a beardnet wearer
able"?
necessarily "filthy" and "pitiful"an individual who must "confine
his duties to the kitchen, OUT of
public view"? Really now!
"Necessity is the plea for every
infringement of human freedom.
It is the argument of tyrants; it is
the creed of slaves." William Pitt.
Mr. Payne's statement, in a
continued on page 6

-----~-------.

Faculty
poetry

,W inegar's
DRIVE IN

Dear Editor:
Regarding your story in the
February 1 issue in which you
explain th~ administration's position that no faculty members at
Central have been "terminated,"
they have merely been "nonrenewed." I would like to reply
with the following ditty (with a
small change} which appeared in
that week's "Chronicle of Higher
~ducation."

Non-renewal (when required)
Means your working time's expired,
.
Means you are no longer hired,
Translated, truly means you're
fired.
Whether non-renewed, fired or
terminated, these people are now
unemployed. Or should we say
"between jobs"?
A faculty member who prefers to
remain anonymous
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Food
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Because he pulled the plug
Dear Editor:
Congratulations Phil Patterson,
on your column last week, "A
Lesson To Be Learned." You
epitomized the lackadaisical attitudes that students today have
adopted by pointing out our
refusal to become involved with
the affairs that concern us.
With that in mind, I offer a deep
bow of gratitude to the editor,
Jody Daigneault .for the action he

• • •

took during the showing of the
Marines' war film.
Because he pulled the plug on
the projector,
critics
have
screamed "unconstitutional" and
"arbitrary censor"-. How easy we
seem to forget the pain suffered by
us all over our involvement in
Vietnam.
Ask anyone on campus . if they
believe that the film could have
been shown here five years ago.

God forbid the ignorant fool that
answers yes.
The Marines evidently overestimated the magnitude of our.
indifference towards Vietnam and
tried to .exploit their . belief as
evidenced by that hideous blood
and guts flick.
Thank God
someone was present who showed
them differently.
This is an era when we're just·
beginning to rationally analyze
our feeling~ over Vietnam, and

the continuing plug saga·

Dear_Editor:
In the continuing saga of the
plug-pulling incident, there are
two points which 1 would like to
discuss. First, if the question of
rights is going to be considered,
then let's consider everyone's
rights, not only those of the
Marine Corps.
Granted, their
representative had the 1right to
show the film. However, we, the
students, have a right to choose to
not view the film. That right was
essentially violated by the location
of the showing of the film. The
SUB is the central building of the
university through which most
every student passes at least once
everyday. Due to that fact, the

SUB pit has come to be used, and
is known for special activities.
And whether one wants to watch
or listen to the activity or not, one
will catch a glimpse or earful just
passing through. Activities that
are not of general interest or are of
questionable taste are scheduled
in other rooms, where a definite
effort has to be made to be
involved with whatever is being
presented. This is what should
have been done with the film.
Now, I'm not condoning Jody
Daigneault's action, but I do agree
with the principle behind the
action-the honest con~ern by a
person for rights which were being
violated.
The secon~ point I wish to

discuss is the fact that as a
university with a representative
student government,
extracurricular activities and student
employment, students often wear
many hats. A student may be
working on a biology major,
belong to a karate club and work
as a student custodian.
This
student may flunk a biology test,
but that does not mean he's a poor
custodian. These are not directly
related. Jody Daigneault pulled
that plug, not as the editor of the
CRIER, but as a concerned person.
So should he resign being a
person? As to his objectivity-if
he has none, why do letters
objecting to his action get printed?
Ronnie Payne

Professor removed from playing court
Dear Editor:
I have recently learned of a
frustrating and disgusti1'g situation that has evidently . happened
before.
A couple of friends of mme were
waiting to ·play racquetball on one
of the courts about two weeks ago.
. Since after 9 p.m. the courts can't
be reserved, it's first-come-firstserve. The courts can only be
reserved for one hour and those on
the court at 8 p.m. must be off at 9
p.m.
My friends were first for the
court at 9. However, at 9:05 the
players were still not off. One of
my friends knocked on the door
and told them it w_a s their turn.
The player who opened the door
said they only had a few more
points.
She said that it was
alright. A few minutes later two
of the -players came out and got a

drink, and went back in. Again,
my friend knocked on the door and
told them they were 15 minutes
into · her and her partner's time.
The player yelled, "What the hell
do you think you're doing? We're
playing a game." He said he
wouldn't get off because he had it
for two hours.
My frien s went to find the
supervisor, but couldn't locate
him. Instead they found another
you,ng man whom my friend
recognized as a busine~s major and
because the rude players
happened to be a professor and his
children, they didn't pursue the matter.
·
About a week later my friends
were again in the gym when they
noticed a young man and the same
professor arguing. My friend went "
over and told the professor we
had checked on the time limit
(which she had) and was informed

have condom vending machines
contlnued from page 5
installed in the SUB bathrooms,
and the disorganized & "circusrecent CRIER, that ·" Every 43ingle like" atmosphere at the majority
job has qualifications and/or skill~ of BOD meetings, seem to indicate
required of it to effectively a lack of real "seriousness" by the
perform the tasks ... ," is a totall)' BOD of itself and its duties. Maybe
inadequate and unresponsive "an· the issue has come full circle and
swer" for the no-beards/beard the BOD is just reflecting the
restrictions rationale. To decide student body's attitudes towards
that a beard is a nonqualifying itself.
factor for obtaining a job (now·
Rationale by a "governing body"
adays!), shows unrestrained like: "The (condom) vending
narrow-mindedness and a lack of machines, ... will be a convenience
compassion. Contrary to some for students who don't have the
"nonthinking" individuals' under- time to walk downtown to a drug
standing of this issue, many males store," is unbelievable. Does this
(for religious/ethical, mental/ stance mean that the BOD
emotional, or aesthetic/physical supports pre-marital sex? We do
reasons) "must" wear a beard. know the BOD's stand on
Should any potential employer be marijuana.
The BOD had
allowed to "discriminate" again.s t trepidations about co-sponsoring
those with beards because of their the showings of "Reefer Madness,"
stance? I hardly think so.
· because of the contention that
"No one can be perfectly free till someone might think that Cenall are free." Herbert Spencer. tral's stud~nt government was in
Now for the second commen- favor of marijuana usage. Really
~ary, on OUR student govern- now!
Aren't there much more
ment: the Board of Directors.
important issues needing to be
As indicated by the continually tackled by the st-udent governdeclining turnout at BOD elec- ment?
tions, it appears evident that
The BOD's priorities appear to
student government is not held in need reorganization. Obviously
very high regard. at Central; and others are of a similar opinion, as
justifiably so.
evidenced by the notice in a recent
Recent examples of the BOD's CRIER that "an ad hoc committee
"direction" for the student body, is being established to evaluate
like the ambiguous & unproduc' the current student government
tive survey, and the attempt to and to propose revisions and

1, 1979
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our campus (or anywhere for that . attempted to subtly implant in the
matter) is no place for the Marines minds of the viewers, delusions of
to try and glorify their heroics, for grandeur which they associate
no heroes emerged from that war. with. war. Pure and simple this is
sick, destructive propaganda.
Some of my friends believe that Secondly, recruiting by -these
it's advantageous for the Armed methods only serves to fill our
Forces to recruit in this manner.
military with emotionally dis~
By doing so, they argue, the turbed people, which subsequently
"sickies" voluntarily remove undermines an already weak
themselves from normal society national defense.
and join the military where they
I only regret Jody, that I didn't
belong. _
beat you to the plug.
I disagree on two points. First,
by showing that film, the Marines John McDonald

Cheerleaders 'cutesy'
Dear Editor:
Whether or not Ken Staley's
editorial concerning cheerleaders
(February 8, 1979) was "cutesy
and arrogant," he did express· the
feelings of a great many people
who do view this activity as
nonessential. Perhaps his personal .convictions toward cheerleading are so strong that they

Yea Phil

Dear Editor: .
I'd like to compliment Phil
Patterson on his "A Lesson to be
Learned." Apparently Mr. Patterson has already begun to learn
what I was once led to believe;
people went to college to learnhow to .take a good look around
and think for yourself. Sadly there
are few-in college or out-who
ever acq~ire this talent beyond the
level of ·keeping the checkbook
balanced and angling for a secure
(read insulated) future. Patterson's scope seems already goat
leaps ahead of this.
P.S. Keep pulling those plugs,
Jon!
John Bennett
Editor
VAGABOND PRESS

it applied to everyone.
He
continued arguing and told them
both to get off his court. My friend
and the young man found -the
supervisor and asked him for help.
The supervisor very politely asked
the professor to leave. The
professor continued to argue but
the supervisor finally removed
him from the court. The professor
was not very polite, however, for
he made a few very nasty remarks
to my friend and the young man
before he left.
I don't know how often this
happens, but its not fair that
students have to back down for
their obnoxious professors who Dear Editor:
over-stay their limit on the court.
Mike Snell's letter ("Four Steps
l have now taken up racquetball
to a Big Party," CRIER February
and don't intend to be pushed 22, 1979), defies rational rebuttal.
around by any prof.
· I feel nothing but the most
profound pity for a person who has
to live out his life tyrannized by
Lesley Abraham
such a diseased imagination. What
a nightmare that must be!
Zoltan Kramar

defies rebuttal

BOD meetings_... a'circus'

Mar~h
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overpowered his resistance to
writing the editorial in such an
indelicate manner, and/or he
relished the very idea that
someone actually would respond
and attempt. to so vehemently
defend cheerleading.
Ms. Gillespie was perhaps
justified in feeling outraged as the
guilty editorial certainly was
overly invective over so innocuous
an activity as cheerleading. But as
one who has spent almost 25 years
in this country and abroad in
arduous training as a musician, I .
find it ludicrous and insulting that
anyone can so casually compare
cheerleading to any of the arts and
to athietics. A comparison simply
does not exist.
Christine Bishop

AFT·supports ..
Dear Editor:
The Executive Council of the
Central Washington University
Federation of Teachers, AFT
Local 3231, supports the Faculty
Senate's position in opposing the
contingency contract for_ the
Summer Session of 1979.
We compliment the Faculty
Senate for defending the faculty's
interests in this matter. Furthermore, the CWU Federation of
Teachers opposes any arbitrary
salary reduction or schedule which
is not in accordance with section
3.28A Summer Salaries of the
Faculty Coq~.
Richard T. Doi, President
CWU Federation of Teachers

Scholaship CDledion

the plug

Dear Editor:
alternatives."
I see a definite need for such Dear Editor:
I would like to bring it to your
"revisiOns and alternatives" to the
I was very pleased with the notice that in your above menPJ:esent structure of student action taken by Daigneault, I tioned publication, the said Vicki
government. A governing body thought it was great. I'm glad he Titiloye did not benefit from the
which expends a majority of its took a stand against war. Thomas
International Club Scholarship
time & energies on "internal Lybbert should wake up to reality, Awards. But instead Cathryn Sun
affairs," "personality conflict~,'' there is no such thing as an
from Taiwan did. I would be
and other "in-house" trivia, is not objective unbiased newsman. I . greatly appreciative if your -record
productively and positively serv- see no reason that Daigneault is amended . and the correction is
ing their electorate.
should quit or apologize. I think made public.
As a "semi-productive" political . Daigneault is just the sort of
entity, this steady deterioration of editor the CRIER needs, someone
what "face" and "powers" it still with guts.
Moulten S. Selbet
retains could deal the BOD its final Margo Logan
Public Relations Officer
death blow.
Talk of. bringing the BOD in
front of the Campus Judiciary
Council on charges that it has been
ineffectively "carrying out" its Dear Editor:
desired floor. When that tape is
constitutional . duties of responLife on a college campus is not removed, either accidentally or
sibly & productively representing particularly easy for visually ' purposefully, the result for the
& reflecting the needs of the impaired and blind students.
blind individuals is not·good. For
student body, is beginning to Unfortunately, those of us who do some reason, such tapes vanish
spread. Is this what the BOD not have such problems sometimes most frequently in Randall Hall
needs to shake it up and "drive" it make it even more difficult and the Psychology building.
into a "semblance" of responsivE
When you see an elevator with
through thoughtless, though unaction? Maybe. It's time that malicious, acts which have consi- the floor-selection embossed tapes
Central's student government derable impact on those for whom missing, or if you accidentally
take a good, hard look at itself, and getting around .campus is at best a remove one, please call Ann
begin performing in a more difficult task. The purpose of this Thompson in the Handicapped
competent and credible manner.
letter is to solicit the cooperation Student Services at 963-2171. She
"It is the function of the citizen ·of your readers in helping us to will in turn contact the individual
to keep the Government from change one of these situations.
who can rectify the situation.
falling into error." Robert H.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Elevators on campus are supJackson.
plied with embossed plastic tape
next to the floor-selection buttons Gregory Trujillo
M.R. Golden,
so that people unable to. see the Associate Dean and Coordinator
Board of Directors
numbers and letters-can select the of Handicapped Student Services

Marking tapes for blind vanish
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Kuo captures Confucia n1sm
In the modern world, the day, .February 21, at the L&L things. They also tell us about the
methods for maintaining order and lounge. The lecture, sponsored by virtues people have in themselves,
social harmony are fairly straight- the philosophy dep~rtment, dealt and about the relationships people
forward. For the most part, they with Confucian thought and its have between each other.
are large institutions-the police, application to modern times.
.Dr. Kuo .explained what relathe military, and a dozen other
The rectification of names is a tionship this has to the society and
complexes of tradition and power chain of thought easy to follow; to politics. -when someone uses a
which keep chaos from occurring · however, one could get confused phrase like "prince" or "governor"
in the society.
because common words develop or "minister," he is not just using
In ancient China, these institu- hidden meanings in Confucius' a label to describe the occupant of
tions existed as well.
But, thinking. The key to under- a bureaucratic position. If he is
according to Dr. David Kuo, the standing lies in the definition of speaking the truth, a prince must
ancient philosopher Confucius did the word "name''.
have the virtues of a wise leader.
Confucius was, of course, famil- If he doesn't-if the prince dQesn't
not see these powers as the most
important keeper of order.
·iar with the meaning of names as actor think like a princ~then- the
Confucius saw the language the most people think of it. Names are name is not rectified. In simpler
citizens used as . a key part in labels which point out physical terms, it has not been correctly
maintaining social harmony.
objects-"tree," "bird," and so used.
This belief, called the doctrine of forth.
What happens if names are not
"rectification of names," was
But, according to Confucius, correctly used?
Dr. Kuo,
described by Dr. Kuo on Wednes- names are more than labels for paraphrasing the wri_tings · of

Confucius, gives us this: "If names
are not correct, language is not in
accordance with the truth of
things. (As Kuo put it, there is no
coherent language.) If there is no
coherent language, ;lffairs are not
carried out to success. If affairs
are not carried out to success,
then the proprieties and music do
not flourish.
If those do not
flourish, then punishments are not
dispensed correctly."
Continuing with Confucius• writ-

Training'program
forpClramedics
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working with hospitals and fire
departments, ~use the faster a
Central is offering, through the trained hand · can work on a
physical education department, a patient, the sooner that patient
complete training program for will be out of the hospital and the
cheaper their bill will be.''
paramedics.
The course lasts one year
The program, federally funded
through the department of trans- beginning in September and
portation, is quite unique com- lasting through J :me. While in the
pared to other programs through- program, students are involved
out the United States. Dr. David · with the Yakima Ambulance
Lundy, physician director of the Service, riding with them and
program, said most programs, like observing actual cases. They are
the Medic One program in Seattle, also required to participate in
are only able to train people inside hospital servlces for app~o~ their own organization. This is imately 186 hours under direct
because they are not federally supervision of hospital. personnel,
funded and can't afford to teach according to Gary Fredrick,
chairman of the P .E. department.
just anybody.
Upon entering the progra~.
Federal funding gives students
from all over the United States the students are required to meet the
incentive to att~nd Central's college entrance qualifications as
program. Students from Alaska, · well as a few others. Emergency
Idaho, Montana, and even as far Medical Technology is the next
away as Vermont, have attended requirement. It is an 81 hour
course involving the basics of
the program offered by -Central.
According to Dr. Lundy, the emergency treatment. All ambudemand for paramedics is high, lance drivers are required to take
and will continue to be high for this course; it is also offered here
at Central. Also, since the
years to come. Lundy explains,
"Most paramedics work for a program . is federally funded,
private ambulance company or students need some verification
directly with the fire department, showing that they will be applying
their knowledge towards medical
depending on the town."
Carolyne Booth has been teach- and drug oriented jobs.
For a better overall scope of the
ing the cardiology section of the
course for three years while course and its requirements, you
working as a nurse in the should contact Dorothy Purser,
Ellensburg hospital. She says, · the faculty coordinator for Central
· "The paramedic is essential in paramedic program, at 963-1451.
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BC-59
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PAD-57
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PAD-58/59
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NAVLIB-58/59
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RELIB-58/59
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SURVLIB-58/59
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If it's current and we don't have it . . .
we can get it!
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by Rick Jewett

Counseling Center
offers. services
To receiv~ the best education
from one's college · experience,
students should utilize all that
college has to offer. Where do
students find the needed information to do this? · At the Counseling
and Student Development Service, located in the SueLombard
Annex.
At the counseling service, they
offer a variety of programs such as
the Washington Occupational Information Service (WOIS). It is a
computer terminal that has information about 240 occupations in
the state of Washington along with
ways to .p repare for each occupation. This could well be your most
valuable tool for finding out about
statewide occupation possibilities.
The best part of it is that it's free!
~-··-··-·············-~

'
~- :''
<
~ :'
~
< ''
~

~

ing, Kuo says that the duty of a
ruler is tQ rectify names.
· After the lecture, there was a
brief discussion of conditions in
Communist China. Dr. Kuo· has
friends in Red China, part of his
family is there, and his brother
was one of the People's Republic's
representatives in the United
Nations. From some of these
sources, he answered questions
from the audience about the ·state
of the goverment structures there.

'''

''

SUMMER JOBS :'

In Alaska

:'

''
'
per ''

High pay; 1800-2000
: month. Parks, Fisheries, and
: more. How, where to get
' jobs. Send $2 to Alasco PO
: Bo:x 2480 Goleta, CA 93018.

:
:
'
:

~ '
'
'
'
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All you have to do is stop by the
Counseling and Student Development Office and make an appointment . .A professional and helpful
staff will show you the rest. -There
are six different counselors to help
you work out the details.
Also, the counseling office
sponsors many other programs
that can be useful to the student.
They are responsible for Counseline, a service which enables a
student to call 963-3200 and listen
to tapes prepared to solve any
problems he might have. ...
The counseling office is also
responsible for group rap sessions;
for meetings to discuss dating and
a host of other programs.that are
there for the asking.
The
counselors are all professionals,
and all discussion is confidential.
With all of this going for it, the
counseling center should be" used
by all, but it's not. Only ten to
. fifteen percent of the students use
the serviee, and th.a t includes rap
sessions and group meetings of
classes.
Wells Mdnelly, director of the
Counseling and Student Development Service said, "We like to
serve everybody that we can."
Mclnelly alto added, "We do good
work and we have resources we
can use."
So use it.
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Ellensburg's only_f_amily_fallout shelter

Safety fro in nuclear attack
by Lawrence Breer
The floor is fourteen feet below
ground. It is concrete and dry.
The metal roof arches overhead
and gives me a sense of being
buried. There's a slight echo.
Along one side, a number of gallon
containers hold drinking water.
On a shelf-in front of me are 40 or
so jars of food.
The interior
narrows near the entrance and
forms a door which can be sealed
off with sandbags. Beyond that, 1~
steps rise to the surface of a green
lawn. On top, the only hint leading
to the presence of something
below are two pipes; an air intake
and an exhaust.
·
In ' February, 1962, Lawrence
Clare Mann applied to Ellensburg
City Planning for a building
permit. The structure was to be
12 by 16 feet, with fully
wet-proofed concrete and heavy
gauge, corrugated metal walls. It
was to be buried in Mann's
backyard, the roof to be no less
than six feet below the surface.
The installation and materia.J.s
were to' be furnished by Ellensburg Mechanical Contractors and
would cost Mann · approximately
$2,000.
In 1962, this country was awed
by the Russians who had nearly
succeeded in placing strategic
offensive missiles on the island of
Cuba, a little over a hundred miles
from our coast. The actions of an
alert ·president slowed the Russians and finally forced them to
withdraw the missiles and support
systems back to the homeland.
The scare had been enough. The
government had been suggesting
family fallout shelters.
Some
families took the suggestion
seriously.
Lawrence Mann did. He and his
wife · Lynette were civil defense
block captains. It was their job to
make maps of the two blocks that
they supervised. They were to
also record floor plans for all the
houses. In the event of an attack
the plans would be recorded and
searchers would know where · to
look for missing persons. They
passed out civil defense information and perhaps even tried to
convince others to construct their
own fallout shelters. They did not
succeed.
The Mann's have the only
feasible fallout shelter in Ellensburg. It is the only one that the
city knows about at least. There
~l)g';i:
~

..

may be others that have escaped serving a better purpose. They
the route of acquiring a building have been given to outlying rural
fire departments .and to hospitals
permit and subsequent .taxes.
There may also be some fallout and other emergency units to be
shelters out there in Kittitas used to support those programs.
County, but the county planning 'The food has also been removed
people don't know about those and what cannot still be used has
either. It will likely stand the test been destroyed. The blankets,
of truth, to say that the Man.n cots, Radiac detectors and
fallout shelter is the· only one in communications equipment have
Kittitas County. That is not to say been stored and will be used to
that there are not suitable support those "in-place" shelters if
buildings that w9uld serve as and when they are used as such.
fallout shelters-there are many of The government had made little
those. The Mann ·shelter is the effort to update the provisions
only one that was built for the placed in fallout shelters after the
specific purpose of protecting initial 1962 supply action. The
people from nuclear bombardment watercans that were in place in the
and the ensuing fallout. It also county courthouse were distributserves as a storage area. Mrs. ed to the Mormon Church for their
The
Mann said it was cheaper than food and water storage.
putting a basement under the Mormons are frequently the first
house, and if she eve't- needs it for to · act and provide relief when a
disaster occurs.
any thing else, it is there.
Lawrence Mann, or "L.C.," as
Chase said that he thinks that
his friends knew him, is gone now.
the
civil defense concept has taken
His wife Lynette is using the
, shelter for a storage area, a a turn for the better. In place of
storm shelter, and if worse encouraging people to leave their
becomes worse, a fallout shelter to homes and come to established
save herself and her four grand- shelters, he feels that people
children that she is now raising should be encouraged to stay in
since her daughter passed away. their homes near the things that
are familiar to them and protect
What about community shelters their families there. Chase says
in Ellensburg? There ,are 32 of that there are dwellings that will
them according to Willard Chase, not stand up to even a minor
the Ellensburg city civil defense disaster, and he encourages people
director.
Twenty of those in this situation to either find a
designated buildings are on the neighbor who will take them into
campus of Central Washington their basement, or to know where
University. They all used to be the nearest government designatstocked with the necessary ·things ed shelter is and how to get there
to support life in a closed and in a hurry. "People are really
cramped environment that a better off in their own homes,"
says Chase, "but they should be
shelter must be.
Now all the medical supplies are prepared if they intend to ·stay
questionable, because thay have there."
Chase sees Ellensburg as a place
been in the shelters since 1962.
Chase believes that they are now that might receive a federally-

LIBERTY Theatre OPEN

funded "hardened" fallout shelter,
capable of sustaining perhaps one
thousand people. Along with this,
there would be "some plan t~ have
people bring their own food and
blankets from their homes, or
perhaps arrangements will be
made with some wholesale food
distributor to provide food for
·them," says Chase.
The rationale that Chase uses to
support this thinking is that he
believes that the Ellensburg area
would become a spill-over area in
the event of a nuclear war. "This
will become what fs called a 'crisis
relocation area' - when something
happens, they would move all the
people out of the industrial areas
on the coast and into the low-risk
areas. It would be incumbent on
those areas of lower•risk to absorb
those people," says Chase. "Grand
Coulee Dam, . Hanford ;and the
Seattle shipping & military areas
will certainly be prime targets,"
says Chase. "Some provision has
to be made here to house all of
those people and feed them."

Chase. "Everybody is looking at
Russia now," he
continued,
"they're saying 'look at Russiathey're building up over there now
in the area of civil defense,' but is
this a chess game, or do they really
have something that we don't
have'!"
Do you think that the government will get around to teaching
the general public about nuclear
weapons phenomenology'! W<Juld
it be wise to try'! Chase says that
he believes "it would have to be
put into simple terms and would
have to be used in a dangerous
situation to get the message
across-we would have to be able
to pass it on in layman's terms to
the people." Chase thinks that
there may be a need for college
courses to teach the various ci\·il
defense jobs.

~cu~itshort?~

'"

Are enemy weapons capable of
accuracy? Will they aim at Grand
Coulee and hit Ellensburg? "I
really can't comment on that; it
would take somebody in the
military to answer that," says

.~

American
·
Cancer Society ·
.

(MAT :;=5010.03)

6:45 925-9511

Plays thru Tues.

ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE
''THE MOST DELIGHTFUL MOVIE THE YEAR HAS
OFFERED! IT GETS FUNNIER, RICHER AND MORE
MOVING AS IT GOES ALONG." -DavidAnsen,Newsweek

JHDllEl(-\WIII
WARREN JULIE
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BEATIY CHRISTIE MASON
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Arts and Entertainntent

Student directed drama,
· 'Night Must Fall' in review
As Mrs. Bramson, Ms. Robert- nature that he has portrayed in
son portrayed an aged de~pot with the past. Oertli must now guard
Central's drama department an iron control over the staff in her against becoQJing typecast into the
offered its last student production country cottage. As written, the same character over and over
of the quarter last ~ we.e kend.
character is supposed to be a .hard . again.
"Night Must Fall," an English line, without any sympathetic
Much of the show was hampered
,.,, version of "who done it," opened characteristics. Ms. Robertson's . as the cast fought with the British
February 22. The production was projection turned this bitter, accent. Compte, Condit and
under the direction of senior, lonely woman into a comic Abrahamson were the only ones
Lt Robert Reynolds, and was his first
character. ~nstead of confining· who seemed comfortable with the
attempt a't a full-length drama.
herself to a wheelchair and being difficult accent. Lori Gillespie, as
Peggy Robertson as Mrs. Bram- waited on hand and foot by her Nurse Libby, did not seem to have
son; Chris Comte as Dan and Erin staff, Ms. Robertson came across an accent at all while Carrie
rt Condit as Olivia Grayne filled as
as a paraplegic gymnast.
Her Turnbow, as Dora Parkoe, tried so
the -major roles in this drama.
portrayal wasn't hard line enough, hard that all of her lines were lost.
and instead of feeling that the old Much of the audience probably
"Night Must Fall," by Emlyn lady got what was coming to her understood less than ten words
when she was killed, most of the . she said all night.
CJ Williams, is an English murder
As the reviewer, I found Ken
mystery set in a country cottage, audience was sorry to see her go.
Berg's set intimidating.
There
with a staff t hat includes a
The performances of both were twelve major pieces of
full-time maid, Dora Parkoe; a
• daily house keeper, Mrs. Terence; Comte and Condit improved as the furniture that seemed to give a
and her niece, Olivia, acts as her play developed. After overcoming cluttered effect to the set. The use
secretary. Dan is a houseboy at a initial stage fright, both gave very of the set by the cast, and the
local hotel who befriends Mrs. creditable performances, with Ms. excellent lighting done by the
advanced lighting class, saved the
Bramson and moves into the Condit's the stronger of the two.
cottage. He is also the homicidal In his scenes alone, or with John set from becoming completely
The lack of
maniac who has murdered one· Feigen as Inspector Belsize, overpowering.
woman before coming to work for Comte seemed to lose concentra- - technical difficulties showed that
tion and his performance slipped. the supporting ·stage crew was
ll Mrs. Bramson, and who murders
Tami Abrahamson and Mike well directed and well rehearsed.
her in the second act. Hubert
As a student of drama, I do not
Laurie is a suitor for Olivia's hand. Oertli, cast in the supporting roles
Also included in the cast are a of Mrs. Terence and Hubert consicier any night at the theatre a
nurse and an inspector from Laurie, carried much of the play ~aste. As his first attempt at a
through a rough first act. Both major drama, Rob Reynolds might
Scotland Yard.
·
The main plot of this mµrder seemed to be the only characters have chosen something a little less
• mystery is discovering ·who the on stage in the early going who challenging. There were a number
killer is. The audience knows didn't let stage fright interfere of minor directing mistakes that
before the end of the first act, but with their performance. While Ms. meant nothing individually, but
only Olivia is certain before Mrs. Abraha~son's perform.a nce was collectively they detracted from
• Bramson is killed by Dan. Much of possibly the best in the show, and the play as a whole. As a play,
the play depends on the psycho- certainly the most consistent, Central's drama department has
certainly seen better, bu..t it has
logical tenseness that develops Oertli's performance was shad·
owed by · charact~rs of a. similar also seen worse.
between Dan and Olivia.
by Ken Staley

~-

"IT'S A CLUB" -Peggy Robertson as Mrs. Bramson explains to her ·
niece Olivia (Erin Condit) that her card is a club while her young
protege Dan( Chris Comte) looks on.

'Puccini 's S.c hicchi Staged
.

Iii

Nesslroad said, "I plan to do one
The opera, "Gianni Schicchi" by success. It will take a lot of hard
major
production like this · per
work."
Puccini, will be performed April 5,
year. I'm already planning ahead
6, 7 at · 8 p.m., and · the final
I hope the
The opera will be double-cast for next year.
performance will be on Sunday,
workshop will expand. I'm hoping
April 8 at 3 p.m. in Hertz and they will alternate performThis year's cast is to get the community involved
Auditorium. This will be the first ances.
full production. Auditions have composed of music students and next year in the cast and chorus,
though the students will still have .
been held and the cast selection is drama students who have volunteered their cooperation.
priority."
almost completed except for a few illlllllllllttl!lllllllllllHllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlltllllllllllllllllHlltllllNllllllllll.,
remaining decisions. Initial work
is now getting under way.
~, This program will carry over
into the beginning of spring
quarter.
Auto Glass and Upholstery
The opera workshop will be
~nder the direction of Dr. Sid
Roof Vents and
Nesselroad. Nesselroad said, "I
have chosen this particula~ opera
Pick-up Duo Vents Installed.
• for two reasons. First, because it
is a comedy, so less meaning is lost
in translation than would be from a ~ Richard S. Calkins
413 N. Main Street ~
tragedy. · Second, it calls for a
Phone 925-3777
·
Ellensburg
J arge, 15-member cast plus chorus, fllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllHllllllllllHllllHllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllffllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllHllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllUllllllllllllllNllllllllNllii
which is unlike most operas that
have only three or four main
roles." He continued, "This piece
-nvolves a lot of split-second
· timing, interaction and props. It's
bus)' and fast-moving, and
precision will be critical to its

I

Shoemakers to America
Keep your cool. And show it
off on a new Swirl dex bottom.
With open back and double
open shark in.soft glove lea~her.
The world's wide open to
you and the feeling is Dexter.

$2599
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RESTAURANT

•

Enjoy live jazz - F~iday 7 p.me
Live ' folk- Saturday 7 p.m.

•

no cover

come see our

NEW SPRING: ARRIVALS

DY'S

Ike P·urdy
Member Million Dollar Round Tobie

Personal & Business
Tnsurance

J925-31&1 I

NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

42 8 N. Sprague

Family Shoe Store
4th & Pearl

925-9725
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Special visitor flying your vvay
A news . flash has just been director Jim Spalding has agreed something visually happening all
recieved from Central's drama to design a special set for Peter's the time."
To be effectively staged, the
department about a special visitor appearance.
Where does one begin when play will call for a number of
who is scheduled to appear on this
campus spring quarter. This designing a set for such a well different locations which must all
, legendary figure has been billed as known figure? Meetings are first be built on the stage of McConnell.
the ~'little boy never grew up," held with the director and the 'The setting of Michael, Wendy and
and is one of the leadin~citizens of designer. Spalding explained John's nursery will open the show,
Never Never Land. That's ~ right, where he begins: "I spend lot of and will also be the setting used at
the immortal Peter Pan W.ill be time thinking and reading the the end of the show. "In the
making a guest appearance on script and spend some more time middle of the first scene, Peter
thin~ing.-" The thinking process is · Pan comes in and 'they fly off to
Cemral's campus in ~pril.
"The show is a Never Never Land. While they
Preparation is now underway in important.
the department. Not only has rno·n ster in the ·sense that it's a are in Never Never Land, we have
Professor Jim Hawkins under- children's show which requires a a number of locations, such as the
taken the directing .. of what . unique kind of magic, and it's a lost boys cave, a forest, perhaps an
promises to be a majot extrava- constant magic that goes almost Indian village and the ship,"
continually throughout; there is Spalding said. He went on to say
~:anza, but set designex;/technical

a

Hendrix clone appears
by Mary Fridlund
Wednesday, March 7, at 8 p.m. a
man will step out onto the stage of
McConnell Auditorium and ask,
"Are yuu experienced," and before
the night is over, you probably will

material in a chronological order
from Hendrix's fjrst hit up to the
end of his career when he died in
S~ptember of 1970.
In talking to Daigneault, who
saw Hansen perform last summer,
he.
he remembers being caught in the
Randy Hansen, who has been essence of the experience, , "It's a
.:ailed t ht' Jimi Hendrix clone by mega-high energy performance,
Rolling Stone magazine, is the way he plays that guitar is
enrning to Central. Hansen was unbelievable.''
Hansen has toured with -~mother
last seen during the sum.m er of '78
and according to Jody Daigneault, famous group from the Seattle
ASC Concert Chairman, "He · area, Heart, and has had two
brought the house down."
sellout performances at the famed
Hansen, a white 23 year old Paramount in Seattle.
Shyanne, another Seattle
West Seattle rative, brings you
not only the sound of Hendrix, but based rock group, will open the
his body, soul and sp\rit :i's well. In evening of entertainment with a
not only the sound- of Hendrix, but tribute to the Rolling Stones.
Hansen will take you ten steps
a tribute to Jimi Hendrix, he takes
himself through many physical further when he walks on stage.
contortions and not only abuses his With the use of skin darkeners, an
guitar but himself as well. During afro wig and the appropriate
his concert he takes you through a Hendrix garb, he will entr~nce
c~oss-section of the late Hendrix's
The visual effects coupled with

I

the sounds of "Purple Haze" and
"Fire," should make for an
entertaining if not somewhat
spooky evening.
It would not be fair to say that
Hansen is a Jimi Hendrix
impersonator because it gives the
connotation of something that is
not quite as good as the original.
Randy Hansen is Jimi Hendrix, or
at least, you'll think he is;
The concert will be held in
' McConnell Auditorium which
holds a scant 998 people. Why the
change from Nicholson to McConnell? According to Daigneault,
"The acoustics are infinitely superior to Nicholson Pavilion and the
smaller audience will allow more
intimacy with Hansen."
Tickets are currently on sale at
the SUB Information Booth, but
can also be purchased at the door.
If you aren't experienced now, see
Randy Hansen, and you'll never be
able to make that statement again.

that all the Never Never Land
settings would be stationed on the
revolve (a large turntable) and as
each scene would change, the ,
revolve would be turned to
accommodate that change.
When asked about special
effects to help enhance the magical
mystery of the show, Spalding
stated that puppets would be
incorporated along with the
actors. These puppets would be
operated by student members of ,
the cast.
Spalding continued,
Peter Pan has to fly, as does
Wendy, John and Michael.
Tinkerbell will be all around the
set and in the audience. It should
prove to be an exciting little piece
of theatre for about an hour and a
half."
The flying of the show's
characters should prove to be .a
spectacle in itself. When asked if
he had ever flown anyone before,
'Spalding replied with a smile, "No,
at least not on purpose." Spalding
continued, "It's a matter of a lot of
little technical things that I know
about and we will be experimenting with to try and make them fly.
Obviously, the hardest part is the
harness. The thing that the actor
wears. That has to be something
that they can slip the flying wires
in and out of very easily and
doesn't strangle them as the
people are flying. That is meant to
be the hardest part of construct.ion."
·
Spalding co.n tinued to say that
the flying wires would more than
likely be piano wire which can hold
anywhere from 800 to 1,600
pounds.
With the set design and
construction well in hand, the next
step in this major spring product.ion will be auditions to select a
cast for the magical play.

Jim Spalding
Twenty-two parts are available
for local talent (8 men and 14
women). Auditions are scheduled
for March 2 and 3. On March 2,
auditions will be held from 3 to 5
p.m .. and 7 to 10 p.m. in McConnell
Aqditorium.
On March 3,
auditions will be held from 2 to 4 #"
p.m. again in McConnell.
All
persons interested in auditioning
are asked to have a song prepared
for their audition.
A special audition will be held
March 3, 10 a.m. to 12 p.m~ for
children who would be interested
in a part. Five parts are open for •
children.
More information on auditions
can be obtained by calling 963-1766
or by contacting Jim Hawkins at '
963-1230.
For those ·of you who are
possible auditioners or just theatre goers, don't forget that Peter
Pan will be ·flying your way soon.

Tandy Beal"
Just may prove the most
bn tl 1ant young dancer/choreographer
working on the West Coost"

Lr=vv1s SEGAL
LOS ANGELES TIMES
deft performer, a choreographer
of taste and intelligence a sure sense
of theatre "
";0\
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MUSICAL DIRECTION BY JON SCOVILLE LIGHTING BY EVAN PARKER

March 4, 8 p.m.
~cConnell Auditorium
Tickets $1.50
SUB Information Booth
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Tandy Beal dances to Central.stage
Tandy Beal Dance Compaoy is
scheduled to perform in McConnell
Auditorium, Sunday March 4, at 8
p.m. Tandy Beal has established
herself in an old railroad station in
the Santa Cruz mountains of.
Northern California.
She has
created a successful company and
is a reputable choreographer.
Through initial West Coast per~
formances and eventual national
tours, the company has been
gaining a reputation.
Beal's own movement style
r:eflects her New York training
with the Nikolai& Dance Theatre
as well as the openness and
meditative quality of life in
Northern California. . Although
Beal swore off the constant
tiresome touring of the big
companies like Nikolais requires.
she speaks with respect of her
training and describes it as having
three main elements: "a concern
and love for space, an ability to
isolate, and the kinetic wit that
was instilled in us.
I was
encouraged by the spirit of
investigation Nikolai& instilled in
all of us.
He gave me the
vocabulary and concepts to hold on
to what were really the tools of the
craft."
Beal's solo, "The Piace Where
Canaries Are Born" seems to
define her dancing. The movement
is liquid and flowing-quiet and
calm, with no abrupt or choppy
movement. Nothing is forced, just
a form gliding through space in an
energetic flow.
Beal speaks of her work as a
"gracious connection with the
audience."
·
In another solo, "Moment to
Moment," she deliberately dis-

tances herself from the audience, initiate it. Sometimes the starting ·
but this movement is an explora- point is an investigation of a
tion of the notion of performance. partiicular problem of the craft of
The piece grew out of a Buddhist choreography, and it bqilds from
retreat where Beal went through there.
long periods of sitting practice. To
Susan Reiter, freelance-writer.,
her, "Moment. to Moment" is
"what takes place in your thought stated, "Bears work ·is often
process when you sit for 12 hours." marked by contrasts between
·Beal said, "At first I thought of the high-energy movelJlent and sudpiece as a work to be done only in den stillness, or between an
private and couldn't perform it. It intensely introverted and a more
wasn't originally done in white- ; outward focus-and by subtle
face, but when the idea arose, I theatricality which doesn't deny
liked it for what it did for the her Nikolai!i heritage.. as in
piece. It becomes more imper- 'Silhouette,' .which uses the
sonal and abstract and enables me dancers' distorted shadows to
to go farther out in performance sinister effect. Beal has also
employed occasional surrealistic
energy."
"Moment to Moment" is done in touches, such as a wonderfully
black attire and whiteface, while absurd, multilingual tea party that
"The Place Where Canaries Are initiates one of her latest group
Born" is a solo in white. The two works. She deals in layers of
seem to be. counterparts in all reality, lightly sketched question
aspects. "Moment to Moment" is .marks, rather than with specific
born out of a stillness with most meanings."
Reiter commented. "All of Beal's
movement being that of her head,
hands· and arms.
"The Place works use music; often it is by Jon
Where Canaries Are Born," on the Scoville, co-artistic director of the
0th.e r hand, is a dance of the whole company, whom Beal has worked
body perpetually flowing in ·with for many years. She has also
used scores by contemporary jazz
movement.
Beal· stated that, for her, theatre musicians such as Art Lande,
is "the possibility for transforma- Phillippe Catherine and Anthony
tion, the chance to be brought into Braxton. Beal says she has come
different realities than those of to love music to work from, but
everyday life.
If it doesn't will often change the score for a
continue to be an exploration, then piece after it's. finished.
It is an inevitable irony that as
I don't see why it's worth doing."
Beal's approach to choreography Beal's choreography and company
is to "find the form to fit the develop, the touring she had hoped
to avoid will become a necessity.
content and spirit of a piece:" You
keep .reshaping the path you take Presently the company is touring
to find it. There are no rules about three months a year, but this is
form. Each dance comes out of a bound to increase. Every winter
different source; sometimes an and spring the company has a very
idea, a costume or some music will intense one-month rehearsal peri-

Tand Beal
od which consists of ten hours of
practice a day.
After this ,
rehearsal period they go on tour.
The rest of the year they are free
to live and give attention to their
own lives. During the year, Beal
teaches at several universities in
the West. Beal feels strongly

about her dancers getting "adequate life experience" withou_t
hav:ing to feel guilty about the lack
of dedication. "If we work this
way, we can be nourished by the
9ther parts · of our lives," Beal
stated. Beal believes that such a
routine makes for better dancing.

CUSTOM • SALES

Cults explored in theatre
A wise prince seeks means by
which his subjects have need of his
government and then they will
always be faithful to him.

Saint Paul

Before Drama 466 had even
started its classes this quarter,
the professor (Dr. Betty Evans)
~ was busy working on a script for
the _class's performance.
"The
idea just came to me over
Christmas break, and I sat right
- down and typed it out," she
explained. The idea came to Dr.
Evans in the wake of the
Jonestown incident. Thus, the
t Drama 466 classes production of
"A little learning is a dangerous
thing" was born.
The class is presently putting
' the finishing touches to the
production. a·n d the show is
scheduled to open March 1 at 8
p.m. in Three ·Penny Playhouse.
0
The show will be performed again
on the 2nd and 3rd. Since it is a
class production, no admission will
· be charged.
According to Dr. Evans, the
production will be multi-media.
Music, drama, dance and many
0 visual effects ·have been · incorporated to make for an entertaining evening.
In her show, Dr. Evans said that
,she wanted to show "what makes
chari~matic leaders ti~k," also,

'how gullible people are exploited
Evans has created a script for her
by cults."
class around current issues.
The 12 students in the class Earlier in the 70's she also penned
have spent the quarter putting a script entitled "The RIF Man
together the show which runs a ·Cometh," which was a take-off on
little over an hour.
All the the reoccuring RIF process:
students' various talents are being
Though the script is based
drawn on to make a complete around Rev. Jones and the
presentation. Bernie Brand, one of - Jonestown incident, · the two are
Dr. Evans' students, performs a never mentioned in the show.
juggling act during the show,
To strengthen her point, Dr.
while eating an apple at the same Evans uses quotations from
time. Doug Carver protrays the Machiavelli and Saint Paul in the
leader while the rest of the class ..script's dialogue.
fall in line as his worthy
The production will be used not
congregation.
only as a learning tool but also as
· This is not the first time that Dr. part of the final class project.
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Orchesis leaps _a live
by Merry Erickson
Orchesis, Central's performing
modern dance group, is alive, well
and dancing in the SUB Ballroom,
Tuesday and Thursday, 3-5 p.m.
Vistors are welcome to come
upstairs and watch the creation of
their spring performance.
Orchesis is presently rehearsing
15 dances for their coming
performance at McConnell Auditorium, April 27-28.
Membetship in Orchesis is open
to anyone interested in working
with dance as a performing art,
from Central or the surrounding
community, by registration in P.E.
103.6. It provides opportunities
for each of its members to perform
and work in their choreography..
It is different from most performing university dance groups in that
a person s not required to audition
for membership. Orchesis wants

s~.fety

to give interested dancers an
opportunity to develop. Separate
auditions are held for the casting
of each dance of the performances.
The group currently has 32
members and they range from
highly skilled dancers with years

of training to novice dancers who
are just now beginning to explore
.themselves as artists.
Lana Jo Sharpe, group advisor,
stated, ''I'm very pleased with the

Center warns .

r----------------------1
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group, they are working hard and I
are very self-motivated. It's really I

A
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By_ Phil Patterson
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Flyin'
By Night

exciting to see peop1e getting into
what they're doing.
My only
disappointment is that we don't I
have more men. Meri in dance add
At last! A long awaited opportunity to do some record
a whole new dimension and I
rev~ewing.
The m~sic in~ustry works in mysterious ways. The
·intensity. We welcome interested~
men to join. We can still use and · entity of the music busmess seems to . think of itself as an
internationa~ f~uit stand of sorts, for it seems to operate on a
.
find ' a place for them."
seasonal basis. There are great gaps in the release of new music
Sharpe continued, "Dance on
throughout .the year, and there are sudden influxes of new
Central's campus and in Ellensmusic, with t.he greatest concentration being during the Christmas
burg has been experiencing a real
season and right about now-late winter through spring. So goes
boom. There's tremendous supthe reason why this opportunity is so long awaited . . The review
port · and participation in what's
that follows is just one of many releases .currently on the scene.
going on in the world of dance.
There are more dance events
going on this year at Central than
"Tiger in the Rain"
Michael Franks
Warner . Brothers
ever.
I feel Orchesis is an
excellent testimony of the quality
The name might not be terribly familiar at first glance, but
of dance opportunities available
anyone who has been following the course of popular music for the
and the artistry of the people
last few years will probably recall a catchy little ditty called
involved. A lot of genuine interest
"Popsicle Toes" from 1976. Franks has released two records since
and enthusias)l1 is being generat"The Art of Tea," from whence blossomed "Popsicle Toes." "Tiger
e d ."
in the Rain" (named after a painting by Henri Rousseau) is the
third, and definitely the best since his moderately well-received
debut.
All Franks' characteristics are present.
The cool, breathy voice, so,mehow reminiscent of jazz vocalist,
Bob Dorough, has a way of capturing the essence of his music so.
~ell that it'~ virtual~y impossible to try and rate Franks in any one
field. J:Ie swmgs at ~Imes, then.is able to switch from a moving love
ahe bought a gas mask, but hadn't
ballad mto a sardomc tune about the rigors of the road: "Stews are
thought to use it when she used
~oo aci~ic/not to mention/Kansas City critics." ".Tiger in the Rain"
other chemicals.
She began·
is the first of Franks' albums to prominently feature any kind of
experiencing chronic stomach and
orchestration. The first three showcased the talents of the
digestive problems and later a
Crusaders-Joe .sample, Wilton Felder, John Guerin, Larry
miscarriage. She hadn't realized
Carlton and David Sanborn. The orchestration on this one is not
that the other chemicals she was
the us~al overblown symphonic garbage which doninates so
using could also be harmful. "I
many early attempts at orchestration by pop musicians. It's used
don't want to give up silkscreen
as background and not pushed heavily into the main spectrum of
printing," she commented at the
.
the whole tune.
Health Hazards in the Arts and
Michael Franks' music is pop. However, the usual level of
Crafts conference held in Washinginte.ll~ctua.l nonexistence displayed by so many of today's pop
ton D.C. this fall. "I love my work,
musicians is gracefully avoided by Franks. His influences are
but it seems ridiculous to me that
undoubtedly jazz, the likes of Mose Allison, Thelonius Monk, Cole
local art stores where I buy my
~orter an? Horace Silver-and th~y're made wonderfully apparent
supplies don't have health hazard
m Franks sound, almost to the pomt where one could label it jazz,
information or suggestions about
but the l~ck of spontaneous musical combustion rules that out.
how to set up a stuqio adequately,
Even the musicians he uses, look -like a hall of fame for the jazz
that they don't sell gas masks or
sphere. Ron Carter makes several appearances, Kenny Barron's
gloves in any stores and that
excellent piano work makes itself tastefully apparent, Dave
nothing is available about exhaust
Sanborn returns for his fourth L.P. appearance with Franks, and
systems."
South Americ~n vocalist extraordinaire, Flora Purim, provides
Lack of proper education of
lovely harmomes on several of the tracks. .
·
physicians concerning arts and
All
of
these
impressively
presented
credits
make
a
dubious
crafts has created many situations
affair out of calling Michael Franks a pop singer. However, Franks
in which serious occupational
himself
admits, "It isn't exactly jazz, but it has the etiquette and
health problems have gone unharmonic structure of jazz." I guess the best way to sum up the
diagnosed, in some cases resulting
"style" of Franks' tunes is to say that he grabs the best of both jazz
in fatalities.
This has been
and pop so that even the most devout of anti-jazz folks would have
particularly with women, who
di!ficulty fi~ding fault ~ith Michael Fr&1ks, as well as those of us
sometimes are referred to psychiawith notorious reputations for disliking pop music in general.
trists for treatment of neurosis in
The tunes on "Tiger in the Rain" are all of interest, but the most
lieu of disease.
marked of the pieces include the title track, a metaphorical
composition about people in search of you-know-what, and the
The establishment of standards
tastefully erotic "Satisfaction Guaranteed." The eroticism of the
by the Consumer Product Safety
piece lies in its subdued suggestiveness; "When I saw you therein
Commission (CPSC) and the
Occupa~ional Safety and Health - your Danskin/the wolf jumped out of the lambskin .. .let's drive out
to the river of sin/and dive in/skin to skin." Time and again ·
Act (OSHA) of requirements with
Franks' songs have shown themselves to be the only true
toxicity ratings and chemical
aphrodisiac. Also appealing is the lead-off to the record, the
labeling for art and craft supplies
slowly samba-ish
"Sanpaku," a tune dealing with F.-anks'
are suggested.
Health effects
reformation from the evils of the drugged state in which he once
should be described with detailed
apparently existed.' Songs like this too often become preachy
precautions and proper first aid
,words of admonition, _but Franks makes his point without ever
procedures noted.
coming across as trite or evangelistic.
This does not mean that an
All in all, this record (as do most) keeps on getting better with
artist should give up his work, but
repeated listenings. It is by far the best of Michael Franks' work
should be concerned about the
since "The Art of Tea," and it displays more than ever the creative
potential hazards and seek inforpotpo~rri of composition with which he's made his name. Anyone
mation. He or she should take
who hkes melody and sophistication in their music is more than
proper safeguards. Arts and
strongly encouraged to pick this one up. Michael Franks injects
crafts should be a safe, enjoyable
his music with the sound of life, and this L.P. could just be the one
occupation or hobby with a
to inject your life with the literacy of his music . .
minimum of health hazards.

I
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Art supplies can be toxic
Did you know that arts and
crafts are hazardous to your
health? Of the 56.7 million people
engaged in some form of art, very
few are aware of the potential
health hazards of the chemicals
they use in their art. Manufacturer
workers and artists are exposed
daily to chemicals that can cause
fatal diseases. An artist's home
studio not only exposes the artist
but also his family on a
twenty-four hour basis. It is time
for action to be taken against these
dangers. The Central Safety
Center and others feel that people
should be made aware of hazards
associated with thP arts and crafts.

One case in particular has
brought much attention to the
hazards of chemicals used in art.
Tadeuz Lapinski, a lithography
teacher at the Universit~ of
Maryland, died of aplastic anemia,
a disease that destroys bone
marrow. Research showed that he
had been using the chemical,
benzene, to clean lithographic
plates. This chemical is,known to
cause the disease aplastic anemia.
A silkscreen
artist,
Anne .
Ladden, feels something should be
done to _warn artists of the
dangers. When Ms. Ladden began
experiencing headaches and nausea while using lacquer thinner,

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North_Main

925-5539

r----· ----------------------~

Lower Valley
Commuters !.! !
Would ~ou be interested in a daily bus
running Mon - Fri from Yakima to Central
(morning & evening) for $1 a day, round
trip?
Please respond & drop this off at the
information booth at the SUB.

sponsored by
ASC Recruitment & Retention

~--------~-----------------~

~----------~-----------~

'Good Friends' perform
a brief rest from the road ·and
some time to develop new ideas for
Ted Greer and Dwyane Francks their act. They 'plan to resume
are good friends. Six years of touring in Canada in early April.
According to Greer, the road life
working together has brought
them close-not only as perfor- offers "an incredible wealth of
mers, but as comrades and as experience-most of it unfit to
print." Despite the friendly people
business partners.
The duo
performs a nightclub act under the and new situations the pair
encounter, touring can be very
fitting name, "Good Friends."
In 1977, after one year as routine and often lonely. "The
Central students, Greer and only glamour that's involved,"
Francks began touring profes- says Greer, "is what's created
sionally. Now, .18 months later, . from the stage."
they have .returned to Central for
"Good Friends" will be presentby Val Vardeman

ing some of the new material
they've been working on, as well
as portions of their previous act, in
a concert this Friday, March 2, at 8
p.m. It will ·be held in Hertz
Auditorium. Friday's. show is a
benefit concert for the Central
Singers, who will be touring
through Montana during Spring
break. Admission for the concert
will be $L50 for students and $2.50
for adults.
Take time to relax after the long
week. Come and spend an evening
with "Good Friends."

Seniors!
.

-

.

Haye your portrait taken for thel979

Senior Yearboo.k
Free!
e

Central Washington University is publishing a Senior Record
' Ye~rbook this spring. All seniors are eligible to have their picture
taken free for this yearbook.
Nationally known photographer, Rob Rider has been taking
photos on campus since Tuesday and will continue through Friday.
All seniors are encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity. ·
The Senior Yearbook will ha~e quality protraits, ·photos and
biographical information on each senior participating, as well as
photos of general campus life. ,
There will also be special sections in the- yearbook which will
feature activities and accomplishments of each of the various
maJors.
Students interested in ordering the yearbook ·m ust place their
order at the time of the photo session. Four or five weeks after the
photo session, proofs will come in the mail. The student can then
choose ~ne for the yearbook and also purchase any additional
photos for personal use.
THESE PHOTO SESSIONS WILL BE THE ONLY
OPPORTUNITY TO GET IN THIS YEAR'S COPY.

Swauk Rooin
first floor of the ·s .U.B.

Mar. I 9:00-1:00/4:00-7:00
.
Mar. 2 8: 30-1: 00/2: 00-4: 00

P~e
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Sports
Bea~

SPU - nlayoff here tonight

Season ends ·-

by Mike Shellhorn
Finishing with their best regular season record since 1969, the
Central Washington varsity
basketball squad easily defeated
Seattle Pacific University, 65-50
last S_aturday. The win ended the
Wildcats' regular season with an
outstanding 21-5 mark, top record
since they went 26-1 in league and
district play in '69, the year
Central finished second in the
nationals.
The Cats will·open the district I
playoffs tonight against LewisClark State and · will be shooting
for their sixth straight district
championship. If they accomplish
this, they will be ma-king a record
i4th trip to Kansas City later in
March. They are currently tied
with Peru State out of Nebraska
for 13 appear·ances to .the
nationals.
The Wildcats also played an
exhibition game last week against
AAU super-powerhouse Athletes
In Action. Luckily for the Cats,

the con~est did not count on the
season standings as they were
easily defeated, 103-77. The game
was decided early as AIA quickly
. opened up a 49-27 halftime lead.
Central couldn't handle the
AIA's continual pressing defense
or the high scoring offense,
resulting in Central being blown
out early.
The highly talented Athletes for
Christ displayed their abilities
throughout the game, giving
Central a clinic during most of the
-game that was played at Eisenbower gym in Yakima.
Guard Brad Hoffman was
.canning long howitzers all night,
when he wasn't dishing out his 15
assists. The crowd was electrified
with shock when one Hoffman
pass, an alley-oop deep inside,
landed in the hands of 7' 2"
ex-UCLA star center Ralph .
Drollinger. Before Drollinger
came down to the floor with the
Wilson roundball, he did a reverse,
over-the-head slam dunk. Leading

- ---------------------------I

Spring Fishing Special

!
I

BERKEL ~~,

04 ULTRALITE:
Regular
$1595
Special $ 9 95

OUTIPPING THE OPPONENTS-The Wildcats
finish their regular seaso~, 21-5 and head for
I

-0FFER GOOD WITH THIS ADD ONLY~

1
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I
I
I
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I
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WILLIE 8TQ\NGE
8porting Goods
.506 N. Pine

925-2200
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I
I
I
I
I
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scorer for the Cats in the
non-counter was Joe Holmes with
22 and Steve Page with 12. After
that came Dennis Johnson and
Ray Orange, both with 10.
Central then traveled to Seattle
last Saturday night to face an
improving Seattle Pacific University squad.
After escaping with only a
3-point win over the Falcons at
Nicholson Pavilion on January 24,
the Cats may have come into the
game a little psyched. Although
Central fell behinp quickly and
trailed 6-0 in the opening minutes
of the contest, t hey rallied to knot
the score at 8-8 and were behind
only once more for the rest of the
game.
At intermission, the host squad

District I playoffs.

1

hit the shower room trailing by
five points, 26-21. The talk by the
Falcon coach must have spurred
the Seattle squad as they came
back from their deficit to tie it at
34-all.
Then it was time for Steve Page
to take over as he scored on three
straight shots from the top of the
key and boosted Central to a 40-34
lead.
Central kept up the
momentum by opening up a huge
59-43 lead with just three minutes
to go. Both teams then traded
baskets to make the final score,
65-50. Holmes was held to his
lowest output of the year with six
points and did not score until there
were only nine minutes left in the
contest.
Guard play was at its best for

lhe

TAV PRESENTS
Back By Your Demand

''RAMJET''
Pure Rockin' Boogie Mu_
sic _

LUCKY PIERRE, BLACK JACK,
RESTLESS, SILVER CITY,
· PACY, ONE STEP FURTHER

____.....________ _____ _____

_.,""""'

.._.

the Ellensburg team as Sammy
Miller finished with 13 points to
top all Central scorers, and Steve
Page was just a point behind. The
nine rebounds of Holmes led the
team in that category, followed by
Orange and Johnson with 8 each.
"Our guard play was excellent,
from all three players, including
David Berry," noted Nicholson
after the game. "Our front line
still played well, even though they
didn't shoot well ," he added .
"Gregg Arlt and Chris Olsen came
off the bench and really gave us a
boost. I'm encouraged with the
way we played after playing so
poorly against Eastern."
After the game, the Cats had to
spend nearly 20 hours on the team
bus attempting to get back home
from Seattle. The team spent
Saturday night at a North Bend
truck stop waiting for the pass to
open .up. They finally had to turn
around Sunday morning and go
over White Pass, arriving in the
windy city at 6 p.m . . Sunday.
MEOW MIX: Final team stats
show Holmes finishing at the top
in both scoring and rebounding
with 17.1 and 8.1 respectively.
Dennis Johnson was next with a
scoring average of 11.1, followed
by Orange 10.3, Sam Miller 8.7,
. Page at 8.6. Miller won the assist
· crown going away as he finished
with 111 for the season! D. J.
ended his junior year as the
highest percentage field goal
shooter and charity stripe shooter
as he hit on 115-196 field goal
attempts, and i;nade a remarkable
58-70 free throws ... Central ended
the season with a 20-2 mark
against N AIA foes but were only
1-3 against NCAA competition ... .
Cats moved up to 8th in the latest
national poll, a jump of one from
last week ...
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Wrestlers to Wheeling, W.Va.
Five members of the Central into the final period before Western, 6-0 in the semis.
wrestling team will begin their Holliman rallied in the third,
Ledbetter lost, 6-0 to B. J.
quest for national honors today putting Wilson on his back for a Boatsman of SOC in the semifinals,
when the Cats travel to Wheeling, two-point near fall. But Wilson got but bounced back with a 5-0
West Virginia for NAIA nationals. out of that jam, picked up a point shutout over BiJl Garrett of OIT in
for an escape, another for a stall the consolation battle for fifth
Wr~stlers going· for the Wildcats include 118-p~>Und Sam penalty on Holliman and a point spot.
Segawa, 126-pound Ron Ellis, for accumulated riding time for the
"We're peaking pretty good,
158-pound .Pat Kelly, 167-pound victory.
wrestling as well as we have all
Tony Ledbetter and heavywe,ight
Ellis faced another SOC wrest- season," beamed coach Eric ,
Mike Wilson.
ler, John Olson, in the finals and , Beardsley. "Our injury situation is
The Wildcat grapplers are won 7-4, breaking open a 4-4 tie in good, and nationals should be
coming off an impressive third the third period with a reversal really interesting."
place finish at the combined NAIA and one point for riding time.
"Ellis and Wilson should get
Segawa lost his title match in pretty good seeds at nationals,
district I-II tournament in Salem,
Oregon, in which Wilson and Ellis · , overtime by injury default after since the guys they beat at' the
taking several sharp blows to the district were from the nation's
'· captured individual titles.
Kelly and Segawa placed second head during the match. Ironically number one team, Southern
and Ledbetter was fifth in the his opponent ~as named the Oregon · College." .
consolations.
tournament's outstanding
Wilson took the big-man's title wrestler.
SOC took the team title with 107
Kelly lost, 6-4 to Steve Armby decisioning Rich Holliman of
points, followed by Pacific U nivernumber one ranked Southern " strong of Pacific in the title match sity 90314, and Central was third
CENTRAL MATMAN ON TOP-wrestlers grapple it out on the
Oregon, 7-3. Wilson led 4-1 going after crushing Mark Armstrong of with 64 1/z.
mats.
, - - - -. i ., •

A calculated ggess

I

1 Swimmers 1

Women headed for District?
March 8. It appears that the final after they trounced Gonzaga,
team selection seems to. be 72-48: ~n~ Idaho lost to Eastern.by
b~tween Central and the U mver- 28 pomts. Coach Purser said she
was quite pleased with both of the
Although it has not been s1ty of Idaho.
Purser figures her team will be · game's results.
offically announced, it looks as if
Asked if she thought they would
Central's women's basketball team selected to go because they have
will be invited to the regional one less small college loss than have more trouble with Gonzaga
Idaho does, Central is 13-3, and· than they did, coach Purser
playoffs.
Central coach, Dorothy Purser, Idaho is 12-4 among small college replied, "I thought we would, but
we put it together the second
who describes herself as a competition.
Both Idaho and Central have half."
gambling person, figures her team
~eaten each other, Idaho won the
With the game knotted at 29
will end up being selected.
"Now this is a very, very first game by three, 75-72; and during halftime, the Wildcats
calculated guess, but I would bet Central took the second by ten, came out the second half on fire as
on us being the team selected. If 71-61. Plus, both Idaho and they shot a red-hot 52 percent
we don't get picked, they better Central have lost twice to Eastern, from the field to burn Gonzaga.
Central had five players scoring
have a just reason or there's going ·but Idaho ·also dropped a game to
Oregon College of Education, a in double figures led by Ingar
to be a roar," explains Purser.
Bakken's 21 points. Leslie Scott
n The regional tournament is at team Central doesn't play.
The Wildcats felt they had the who played both forward and
Pacific Lutheran University in
Tacoqi.a and is scheduled to begin playoff spot sewed up last week guard followed with 15 and pulled
by Dave Christopher

.

~--

down 7 rebounds.
. ~nn Barst.ow, who repl~ce.d
mJured startmg guard Christie
Williams, added a respectable 14
points to the Cats' cause. "Ann
played pretty good the first half
and great the second," said Purser
in praise of her young freshman.
Other Wildcats turning good
performances were
forward
Cheryl Holden who finished with
12 points and hauled i~ 9 boards.
Beth Strayer pumped m 10 points
of her own, while she managed to
dish out six assists.
Karen
Schillinger scored a big zero but
made her presence known as she
grabbed 13 boards to lead all
rebounders.
Central's next small college
game is at PLU on March 5.

e

I Central's
A1ab°ama
Russell Ferguson

II

l
I

of Yakima set a new school
record in the 100 yard
breastroke last Saturday in
the North Pacific University
Championships held at the
University of Idaho.
Ferguson's time of 58.9 is
one-tenth of a second off the
NAIA national record and is
faster than the winning time
in the nationals last year.
Along with Ferguson, four
other swimmers will be going
': to Nationals along with their
coach Bob Gregson on March
8, 9, and 10. They are Scott
Shake, Tome Dunning, Roger
Coburn, Mike Walstead, along
with Ken Fletcher who will be
paying his own way to the
finale.
i
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PLAYER OF THE WEEK
STEVE PAGE
A starter for Central all season, Ste"~ Page has been selected as
this week's Miller Player of the Week.
·
Page, a 6-0 guard from Tacoma, scored 12 points on six of 11 field
goal att~mpts in CWU's 65-50 victory against Seattle Pacific
Saturday. Page is averaging 8. 7 points a game this year.
The Seattle Pacific game ended the regular · season for the
Wildcats with a 21-5 record. Central begins playoff action tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion against Lewis-Clark State.
Central finished first in the NAIA District I standings, and
eighth in the final NAIA national poll. The Wildcats need three
wins in the playoffs to make a sixth straight trip to Kansas City.
Page has competed in the national tournament in Kansas City
previously for CWU. He was on Dean Nicholson's 1974 and 1975
teams which went to nationals.
Following· the 1975 season, Page went to Alaska to work on the
pipeline. He is back for his senior season with the -Wildcats.

1
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Cats take a break between laps r~·-·i'~'~k'~"~R~;·"'-""M"'M"""~'g'-"".""""~"-r··
hY. .Tack Corex:

·=

·!
A new season begins tonight for .the Wildcat basketball team.
This kind of season dictates that as soon as you lose one game, you
start lining up at the ticket counter to get in. Tonight Central
hosts Lewis-Clark State in the tip-off round in District I playoffs.
The Cats -b eat the Warriors by a point two weeks ago in Idaho,
the night before they lost to Eastern in an emotionally
downshifted contest. If Central manages to slip by Lewis-Clark
tonight in Nicholson Pavilion (as they have done every time the
two teams have met), then they will be confronted with the winner
of the Alaska Fairbanks-Western Washington game played the
same night in Bellingham. .
In the other playoff division, the second best district squad, St.
Martin's, takes on Simon Fraser in Lacey. The winner of that
battle (predictions following), will do honors with the winner of
what is probably going to be the best game of the whole darn
tourney. In Tacoma, Pacific Lutheran will be taking Eastern to
the court for the quarterfinal status.
Breaking it dowr
numerically, it goes like this; 1 versus 8 and 4 versus 5 .in one
division, with the winners playing each other for the divisional
title. In the other division it's 2 "Versus 7 and 3 versus 6 with the
same situations.
The finish of the teams in District I went like this:
1. Central, 2. St. Martins, 3. Pacific Lutheran, 4. AlaskaF air banks, 5. Western, 6. Eastern, 7. Simon Fraser,
8. Lewis-Clark.
Now comes the time to lay my head before the guillotine. Now is
the time for predictions.
_ In our division it will be, in the final game, Central versus
Western.
Picking winners in the other division isn't so cut and dried.
Having not seen any of the teams play each other, a lot of my
scientific . selection will have to- come from good sources, past
records and a quick call to "The Greek." But beyond that, we're
gonna'see Eastern and St. Martin's battling for the right to take on
Central in the opposing division.
Final game: Central by a dozen over St. Martin's at Nicholson
Pavilion Monday evening.
_
= Western got a bit of a break when they ended up in the fifth
= spot. Their opponent, Alaska-Fairbanks, has a better record but
because of their home base up North, agreed before the season
began that if they did qualify for the tournament, that they would
=- play down here at the home of their opponent.
Just sitting around and doodling with the old calculator allowed
me to come up with some interesting figures. Up until toni,g-ht,
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FOUR SEASONS
SPORTS CENTER

SKI

FINAL

-

925-9134~

CLEARANCE

Thurs-Fri-Sat Only--Add 3% For Bankcards

~Downhill

and Cross Country)

Fiberfill Parkas and Ski Pants

1h PRICE

Rossignols & S~lomon 444 (Last Year's) 108.00
Rossignols & Salomon 444 (New Model) 145.00
Ski Boots (Wide Assortment)
5.00 to 40.00
Cross CotJntry Mohair Skis
.
42.00
TRAK Flshscale .Skis
~.:.\
56.00
C~oss Country Boots
18.00

l/2
Solomons

PRICE
-

Off
Off
Off
Off
Off

SKI BOOTS

Scott & Kerma

Dolomite-Caber
Nordica

40%
I

OFF

CROSS COUNTRY
0

=

SKI POLES

30% OFF

TRAK no wax skis
Ski Boots
Poles & Bindings
Waxable Skis
Jarvinen Skis (Reg. 42.00)

20% Off
20% Off
20% Off
40% Off
14.99

~

i

~

i

i

I

I

Central
has played
25 games
around the
Western
United
States
and Canada.
According
to statistics,
they've
played
in front
of
audiences that have averaged consistantly around 1;950.
Multiplying the two numerical factors gives you a total audience of
46,750. Also I counted the number of kernels in a box of popcorn
d-uring the Girls' State "A" basketball championships, and found (if
you drop less than 2 percent of your Orville Redenbacher's) that
you average ingesting 168 popped corns per box. Having attended
sporting events all my short life, while subsequently having t}le
experience of working in a major concession stand years back,
allows me to formulate a near-substantiated fact that you can
expect to sell enough· boxes of corn to feed 3/8's of any attending,
sports audience. That means, and don't forget this mister, that
Central has played in front of fans this year that have eaten
around 2.9 million pieces of popcorn.
Now if all these figures could be used to find the total amount of
corn chewed and swallowed during Dean Nicholson's mentoring
years, there would be a total of just over 30 million pieces oj

way to lodge the team during the away contests. Coming back
from the victory over Seattle Pacific, the team didn't care to
celebrate with anybody back here in the windy city, so they slept
on the chartered bus in North Bend, Saturday night. The closing
of Snoqualmie Pass probably had a little to do with it, though.
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40%

OFF .

LIVE COUNTRY
WESTERN MUSIC
FRIDA V-SA TU RDA V
COVER-$2.00
Ask about our champagne dine and
dance special

GEA~

Rossignol ST
Rossignol Freestyles
Rossignol Sunbird
K-2 <:;omp 710
Rossignol Concorde
Rossignol Challanger
Rossignol Team

154.00
145.00
129.00
151.00
109.00
91.00
60.00

HAYLOl'T
107 w. 4th

Closed Sundays
and Mondays

925-446.(
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Look N_e vada & Geze

I=

40%
40%
40%
40%
40%

Down Parkas
Ski Sweaters
Warm Ups
Ski Goggles
Ski Gloves

a....

BINDINGS

i

~ii~o::F~:ft
:e~w~i~c~o~ff~~~~e .~~~t. there is on the average 15 ·
The Central athletic department has discovered the cheapest

SKI CLOTHING

RENT AL EQUIPMENT

~
~
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

The foilowing firms will have
representatives at the Career
, Planning & Placement Center to
interview interested candidates.
Sign-up schedules are posted one
week, to the day, before.. the ·
arrival of the interviewers on
campus.
· March 6, Seattle First Nat~onal
Bank, Seattle, Washington. Man~ agement Trainee Positions-Banking & Finance Majors.
March 6, Aetna Casualty Co.,
Seattle, Washington. Bachelor's
' Degrees for Commercial Property
Underwriter & 2 Claims Representatives.
March 6, General Telephone.
~ Washington/Idaho. Bachelor's

Degrees in Technology or Management Science with technical
background.
PLACEMENT REGISTRATION
& JOB NOTIFICATION
Seniors who are graduating in
March, or who will be doing field
studies, internships, student
teaching~ etc., during spring
quarter, should set up their
placement files before leaving
campus. Registration papers may
be picked up at Barge Hall, room
105.
AMS PANEL DISCUSSION
There will be a panel discussion.
Big Business versus small · ·

Business, sponsored by the
Administrative Management
Society (AMS) on March 1, 7 p.m.
in Black Hall, room 101.
Big Business include Weyerhaeuser, Seattle First National
Bank, and United Airlines. Small
Business include Ellensburg
Telephone Company, Decoto
Aircraft, Inc., and Oakland Inc.
Everyone welcome!

resource people, aquatics director,
a . nurse and a maintenance
director. Interested students may
contact the Student Employment
Office, Barge Hall, room 101 to
sign up for interviews.
We also have application forms
for summer · jobs with the
Washington State Parks and
Recreation Commission.

ter will be discussed.
Phi Beta Lambda meets on
every other Thursday and is open
to anyone enrolled in a business
class.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
INTERVIEW

PHI BETA LAMBDA MEETING

The Lake Wa.shington School
District is sending two personnel·
administrators, Neva Anderson
and Don Richards, to hold a
general information meeting for all
interested students.
The meeting is to be held at the
SUB, room 204/205 on Wednesday, March 7, at 3 p.m .

On March 8. from 9 a.m. to 4
Jp.m., personnel from the Flying
Horseshoe Ranch, Cle Elum, Wa.
will be here interviewing for
summer employment positions.
St{lffing needs include counselors,

INFORMATIVE MEETING TO
BE CONDUCTED BY
LAKE WASHINGTON SCHOOL
.
DISTRICT

· The Central Phi Beta Lambda
(Future Business Leaders) will
meet today, March 1 at 3 p.m. in
the SUB, room 204/205.
Plans for working with mer.chants, fund raising, and attitude
development during spring quar-
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but in a billfold.
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percent, square root
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Pool pro~lems
.haritper Usage

Off Page One
- - - - -.-_..;..._- Says professor

Accountant grads prosper

Few will argue the fact that
accounting majors have a bit
easier time landing jobs than some
of the other departments here at
Central.
In fact, with an accounting
degree from Central it -is almost
assured there is a good paying job
waiting for the graduate.
According to Gary Heesacker,
professor in accounting, 100
percent of the graduates land
some sort of job related to
accounting in one way or another.
"It may take a little while, but
the turnover 'in public accounting
is so great that there is no problem
for the young accountal)t finding a
job."
The acco.u nting major at Central
prepares the student for a wide
range of careers within the
accounting profession. The student is more than adequately
prepared for a career in public,
private, and government accounting.
Certified Public Accounting
firms are big recruiters on
campus, including the Big 8 firms,
also called the International CPA
firms. They set up interviews
through the placement center on
the campus with prospective
graduates. Heesacker said that
about 40 percent of the jobs
received by graduates are through
the placement center.
The
majority of the other jobs landed
are by direct contact with the
specific firm the student is
interested in.
"Many students decide on a firm
and on a location and then contact

the firm themselves. Still again
there are firms that will contact
the accounting department and
ask for specific people," Heesacker
said. •
Heesacker added that salary
ranges for public accounting, as
well as private, range from $10,500
to $18,000 starting pay. Utility
jobs pay the highest, followed by
the private . practice. The Big · 8
firms range from $12,000 to
$14,000.
"The best reason to get into
accounting is because of the
flexibility. This is for two reasons.
First, accounting is problem
solving oriented and second, the
accounting student must work
very hard to get a degree. With
this, other jobs are available for
this .major outside the accounting

The swimming pool in Nicholson
Pavilion has . had its share of
problems this quarter. The first·
arose
on January 1. Bob Thomas,
profession," informed Heesacker.
custodian services manager, reAccording to accounting offiported that the relay switch
cials, there is an abundance of
controlling the amount of chlorine
openings this year. Compared
placed in the water malfunctioned
with the other universities in the
and dumped more chlorine in the
state, Central's . rating is quite
pool than was needed. Thomas
good.
Heesacker said the
then closed the pool.
He
University of Washington is
attempted
to
correct
the
problem
probably the only school with
by dumping bicarbonate of soda in
more graduates, and that's. highly
the water. The bicarbonate of
due to the large enrollment.
soda helps to bring the chlorine
"Central usually graduates aand alkaline levels back to 'normal.
bout 75-80 students for the four .
Thomas said he felt that he had
quarter year," said Heesacker.
solved the problem but then a new
If you can put up with the long
hours of homework and the problem arose. This time the
. top-notch quality of the classes, problem was' one of the alkaline
the accounting degree would be and chlorine content both.
worth considering.
There are Students had been complaining of
many jobs one can turn to with an bleached swimming suits but as
accounting degree, all being quite far as Thomas knew, no one was
physically injured.
profitable.
Thomas then closed the pool for
a second time and called the
County Sanitarium to get a
reading on the pool levels. The
contents of the chemicals were
high enough that a reading could
could last as long as a year," said not be given. , The County
Hutton.
"With help from Sanitarium officials tested a
witnesses and students, we · can sample of the water, then were
·find the offenders." Both -0f the able to find the right chemicals to
persons arrested face a possible help get the pool back into the
fine of between five and six proper condition.
hundred dollars. The other alarms
Approximately four weeks ago,
that have been pulled are being three students came into or called
investigated wit}l possible arrests the Student Health Center comin the future.
. plaining of sore eyes.
Doctor
Eileen
Calkins
said
that
each
Every time an alarm is pulled, at
least two fire trucks and one student claimed the chlorine level
in the pool was too high. The pool
ambulance are sent to answer the
call, resulting in an approximate _was checked out and it was found
that the chlorine level was "no way
cost to . the fire department of
near the toxic level."
three hundred dollars.

False fire penalty stiff
Since the beginning , of this
quarter, eight fire alarms have
been pulled on , campus.
The
pulling of a fire alarm is a
misdemeanor with a bail of two
hundred
fifty dollars and an
additional fifty dollars assessed by
the university.
According to Officer Hutton of
campus security, two arrests have
been made in connection· }Vith fire
alarms. The alarms were from
Stephens-Whitney and Quigley
Halls. The arrests were made
almost within a month from the
time the alarms were pulled.
"Investigations for these alarms
0
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ELECTRONIC PINBALL

SALADBAR OPEN!
Different varieties each day to serve you.
Small .85 Regular 1.35 Large 2.25

SWEEPSTAKES NUMBERS!!!

0

157485
157281
157277
l,55280
157261
159621
157379
158622
157414
158284
000000

157397
BOB
158252
MIKE
158419
RUFUS
' 158726
RON
LEANNE 156327
156329
JAMES
156481
M.KE
'156476.
DAVID
156383
ERIC
157298 .
RICK
OD

The following resorts/camps
have scheduled d~tes to interview
students for summer employment:
March 1, Thursday, Crater
Lake Resort, Crater Lake,
Oregon, and Oregon Caves Resort,
Grants Pass, Oregon.
•
A variety of.jobs are available in
the following area.s: bellhops, food
service, registration clerk, town
guides, gift shop clerk, office and
lodge desk, housekeepers, baby
sitters, waiters, waitresses, and
barten9er.
Employees live in
dormitories and are served their
meals in the ·cafeteria.
March 5, Monday, Hidden
Valley Camp, Granite Falls,
Washington.
Positions available include:
group counselors, program
instructors in aquatics, riding, arts
and crafts, sailing and canoeing,
hiking, music and/or drama,
dining hall, and nurse.
Interested students should
contact the Student Employment
Office, Barge Hall, room 101 to
sign up for interviews and to pick
up ·application forms.
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925-2222

MARY
SANDY
JANET
SCOTT ,
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JULIA SHAWN
SCOTT
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GRINDERS

A HOT SANDWICH MADE ON FRENCH WITll
.M A YO, YOUR C!fOICE OF CANADIAN BACON, .
ROAST BEEF, OR VEGIE, TOPPED WITH
PIZZA -CHEESE, COOKED AND GARNISHED
8 WITH PICKLES, ONIONS, AND TOMATOES, 0
g
SERVED WITH POTATO CHIPS

..

0

0

B THE

SANDWICH ·GORMETS DELIGHT •
a

DOD

JOE
BRUCE
SUE
TONY
JOE
SWAN
KURK
KERY
CHRIS
RICH

Suninier jol;J
•
•
'
interviews
scheduled •

~

·925-111 l
ODO

•

DODO

DELIVER

D

Since this time, a new rela
switch was put in and the
swimming pool is now in use.
'fhomas claimed this was the first
time this had happened since. he
has been at Central.

155287
157308
159614
159009
156921
159022
157494
157347
156953
156904

ESCARGOTS

.Exquisitely French, Pizza Mia
brings you Grand Prix Escargot de
· Bourgogne seasoned with butter,
parsley, garlic shallots, eight herbs
and spices and cold marinated for
three days. Each serving
five escargots and
hoi garlic butter rolls.

$ 2.
95

000

•

